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I t~t+£~ ~~~~m,~,~~~"~": ... ~?.~~s l 'f remember about the Apnl electtons 1s This time, 1t was definitely a baule 
that the Coalition got whupped. Dealing between the conservatives, moderate and 
with numbers can be tricky; the rigl1t-liberals on one side and the 
temptation is to manipulate the figures to left-liberals and radicals on the other. We 

see story page 4 

show that somehow we "really won•· an lost, but not by very much, and if the 
election that we actually lost. The turnout had been as high .as last time, we 
purpose of this analysis is to show why might well have won. 
we lost, how it compared to past The trend is still to the left m Berkeley 
elections. and what we can do to win politics. Although the Coalition only 
next time. took one seat in April, it got about 39.7'7,-,. 

The results of ~pril look especially of the vote. In 1971, the Coalilion's share 
bad when compared to 1971, when we was 37.5%. (Going further back, Loni 
took three seats out of four. But thi Hancock got 33% in I 969 and CNP 
situation was different then. T& averaged 26% in 1967.) The Berkeley 
Coalition was able to win only because Four averaged 45%. Looking at 1he voler 
the non-radicals split their votes among turnout figures, 11 might be assumed that 
-ven candidates. As it was, Kallgren, the we were beaten more by our own people 
only person to garner every major who didn't vote than by their people who 
non-radical endorsement, got a thousand did. 

elite buy council for $76,800 
(This takes for granted the poht1cal 

reality that older people vote more than 
younger people, whites more than blacks, 
students vote less 1han the population as 
a whole and more conservative people 
vote more than less conservative people.) 

A recent Berkeley Chamber of 
Commerce btilletin proclaimed Berkeley 
as the "barometer of the nation." If on a 
national level we gave Nixon, Watergate, 
secret campaign contributors and 
overflowing Republican campaign coffers, 
the local "barometer of the nation" 
w )1Jld have- to bt> t!,e recently released 
campaign spending report of the Berkeley 
4 in the April 17th municipal election. 
Complete financial reports from organiza
tions which supported candidates or 
initiatives in the April 17th election are 
not due by law until May 22. 

The April Coalition spent $15,700 on 
its campaign for city council. In addition 
Ying Kelley spent $870 on her individual 
campaign. The Berkeley 4 campaign 
committee spent $52,040 on its 
combined slate. In addition, each of the 
individual Berkeley 4 candidates listed 
their expenditures are follows: 
Wilmont Sweeney $2,280 

Joe Garrett $2,580 
Sue Hone $6,310 
Henry Ramsey $13,590 
This adds up to a whopping $76,800 ,,, 
total campaign expenditures, over 4 times; 
what the April Coalition spent. 

Why so much? Whose intr , ... <.;fs werr- sr, 
thre.:'.tP:1ed tl:at $76, 1 :1lf) w- -n~h ... 1 l 
to defeat the radic.t! slate'~ The list of the 
Berkeley 4 campaign contributors 
provides part of the answer. , 

WHO'S WHO 
You could start with the $8,440 in 

anonymous contributions made through 
the .. Berkeley Progress Fund," a dummy 
organization set up as a funnel for 
corporate contributions. The financial 
chairman of the Fund, Joseph Carello, 
claims he "doesn't know" what the fund 
is or who the contributors to it were. It 
has been revealed, however. that the 
Colgate Palmolive Co. gave $2,000 to the 
fund. The other $6,440 is anybody's 

DELLUMS, COALITION CONFER 
Dear Coalition Member, 

The Coalition will~• holding a general meeting Friday, May 18, at 7:30 p.m. in 
Longfellow School Auditorium. Congressman Ron Dellums will be in attendance, 
to share with the Coalition his perspective on possible developments and 
organizational activities. 

Although we only carried one candidate onto the City Council, all those 
individuals who did precinct and other work should feel satisfied with the 
knowledge that we did the best job possible, in light of the campaign waged and 
money spent against us. The Berkeley Four candidates cannot really be satisfied 
with their slim margin of victory, and the passage of several Coalition initiatives. It 
is clear that the Coalition now has a significant base of support in the City, one 
which can be expanded by active, specific and positive work in the community over 
the next two years. 

In order to best approach this task we need to have your thoughts and inputs on 
what exactly happened in this election. 

-What was the response of people in your pfecinct to the Coalition candidates 
and the Coalition campaign? 

~What specific types of work will best meet the needs of advancing the 
Coalition platform and programs? 

-What organizational structure will best accomplish these ends? 
These and many other questions must be decided by the Coalition as quickly as 

possible, ifwe are to move to expand our base in the City. 
Specific work has already started around the offices of Loni Hancock and Ying 

Lee Kelley. We need people who are willing to work at analyzing the proposed City 
Budget and propose alternative programs which will meet the needs of the diverse 
peoples of the City. With the passage of the Neighborhood Preservation Initiative 
and the Police Policy and Review Commission Initiative, we need to organize a 
strategy anti program to see that these vital initiatives are implemented in the 
manner conceived by the people who organized and passed them. For the time 
being, interested people should contact Loni's office for further information 
(841-0370). 

We hope to see you and your neighbors on Friday the 18th, and look forward to 
your comments, suggestions and work with the Coalition over the next two years. 

guess. There's also a contribution of 
undisclosed amount from the WFC 
Committee which again no one seems to 
know very much about. We did discover 
that WFC gave $ I ,000 to mayor 
Reading's campaign in Oakland, and again 
•\ rn~ to be a C'1nduit for anoymuus 

i ... ·t•· d:)ri:: 1 ion On:- ~an o:1ly 

v:onder (gulp) where rhe money (;ame 
from 

The names of corporate and individual 
contributors actually listed is revealing 
enough, however. It is difficult to know 
where to start. How about transporta
tion? Santa Fe Railway (S 1,000), 
Southern Pacific Land Co. ($ I ,000), and 
Associated Freight Lines for an 
undisclosed amount (the actual amount 
of any contribution of $500 or less was 
not listed in the Berkeley 4 report). The 
financial community was well represented 
through Dean Witter & Co. ($750), 
Crocker Citizens Bank, and Wells Fargo 
Bank (through one of its board directors, 
Atherton Phleger). Agribusiness con
tributed its share through the Del Monte 
Corp. and Safeway Stores. It'll be 
interesting in light of this to see what 
stand the Berkeley 4 will take on the 
upcoming grape boycott. 

FEWER VOTED 
With over 11,000 more registered 

voters this time than in 1971, there were 
actually 2000 fewer ballots cast. The 
turnout city-wide dropped from B<Yk to 
6"% And, as might be expe.;tcd, the Jrop 
was gieater in arca::i favorahi~ to the 
('na!ition than m'-tilt' Jfllll( ,.;on,1•rv.1i ,v.
parts of town. 

In many areas where we got a larger 
percentage of the vote, we still got fewer 
votes than in J 971. In North Berkeley 
(the area bounded roughly by 
Sacramento, University, Shattuck, and 
Hopkins), for example, 47% voted for 
Coalition candidates, compared to 41% m 
1971. BUT, the turnout was only 55%, 
down from 74% in 1971, so we got I 900 
fewer votes there. 

In 59 campus-area precincts, our share 
of the vote went from 50% to 59%. BUT, 
the turnout dropped from 70% to 60%, 

continued on p. 3 

Throw in Crown Zellerbach Corp., ,i'I 
Pacific International Computmg Corpora- " 
t1on ($700), and the Reporter Publishing ~, 
Co ($125), and you've got a preuy I , ~ 
representative sample of the Northern "-" ,.__, • , '. -~ 
Cahforma corporate power structure. •~---.-~~ 1 

YOU SCRATCH MY BACK... • ""' ~ 
The situation with local businesses is ~-;. 

even more revealing. At least 15 local real ~ 
estate agencies added their contributions, ~-
including such notables as B&G 
Management, The Shepard Co., Topping C' 
Realty, Bachenheimer, Woolsey, and ~ 

Mason McDuffie (interestingly Mason """"· 
McDuffie Co. itself made no contribu- ,I :~ 
tion, but 7 of its 9 real estate brokers 9 •:. .:r 
each chipped in with individual ~-• • ~/ 
contributions). At least four major Bay '· 
Area general contraclors were looking 
ahead to city contract time, with C. Project Wey children get city council race 
Norman Peterson Co. (Peterson himself result~ photo by Andy Stewart 

also made an individual contribution),,r----------------, 
Levee builders, 0. C. Jones and Sons, and 
the big San Francisco-based Cahill INSIDE: Page 
Construction Co. all listed as Berkeley 4 
contubutors. 

Geographically Berkeley's 3 main 
business communities were all well 
represented. Telegraph Ave. merchants 
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mad bomber still at large 
It seems incredible that for the eighth week straight U.S. aircraft are engaged in 

massive bombing raids throughout Cambodia and parts of Laos. More incredible is 
the fact that Capllol Hill seems unable or unwilling to do something about it. This 
insane war against the tiny countries of Laos, Cambodia and Vietnam has been 
carried on against the wishes of most of the world including the majority of 
American people. It is unlikely that Nixon and his gang of thieves arc much 
troubled by the horror that they bring with their bombs and rockets. Perhaps 
Nixon's secret plan is really for the military take-over of our own country. 

LETTERS TO THE COLLECTIVE 
To the Collective: 

We used lo think that klnd of conspiracy theory could only come out of the 
pages of The Realist. But ii doesn't seem so far fetched with General Haig running 
1he show while Nixon and his buddy Bebe Rebozo vacation in the Bahamas. 

l want to congratulate ''Grassroots" 
on the excellent lead-article on 
Proposition 8 by Joseph Petulla. A clear, 
factual, and very timely piece. 

Quote of the month: an early arrival 
to the first meeting of the new city 
council overheard Ying Kelley being told 
by the City Clerk, Edythe Campbell, that 
council members usually go into the back 
room before meetings "so they don't 
have to sec the people." We have noticed. 

-- -Edythe! 

And whoopie, there they go, the 
Berkeley 4 off to a flying start, bogging 
down the city council with needless delay 
by refusing to implement BMI. The 
abortive 20 minute rancorous first 
council meeting (because they claimed 
the city manager would refuse to obey 
council instructions and they "didn't 
want to fire him") could have been 
avoided if the 5 bunglers had thought of 
asking the City Manager, who was sit ting 
right in front of them, if, indeed, he 
would follow City Council instructions. 
The following evening, with Kallgren 
blustering away, the 'ridiculous s· did ask 
the City Manager and found he wouldn't 
have to be fired after all. After wiping the 
egg off their faces and reversing 
themselves, they kept the rest of the 
council up till 3 AM talking about ... 
who knows what. This is a clever new 
way to have a private meeting and the 
Mayor says they intend to continue it. 
This PR job is the Berkeley 4 trying to 

Project WEY 

fly 
on'"• 
Wtl// 

show they they can get "it" done - never 
mind what .. it" is. 

What are the Bailey recallers up to 
anyhow? We know they don't give a 
danm about D'Army Bailey's . COUI)~il 
antics. Get Bailey out so the "Mr. Cfeans""' 
can get a replacement in the summer with 
no student vote to have to take into 
account, then Sweeney can retire and the 
4 plus I can appoint I more. Oh happy 
days - for corporate slugs. 

Speaking of which, D'Army Bailey was 
seen eating at Spengers with a little old 
man that bore a surprising resemblance to 
John DeBonis. Perhaps they were 
concocting another 'coalition' to take 
over Berkeley in the next election. If the 
Berkeley 4 can do it well just maybe .. ... 

What would the election results have 
'been if the April Coalition spent $74,000 
and the Berkeley Four $16,000? It is just 
hard to imagine the massive spending 
required by the Berkeley 4 to scrape by 
in the city council race. But the list of 
their contributors tells the real story: 
Safeway, Southern Pacific Land Co., 
Foremost Food, Crocker National, J. C. 
Penney Co., and on and on. Corporate 
liberalism is not just a figment of our 
imagination. 

Tertius Chandler 

To the Collective: 
I share the concern and disappoint

ment of Coalition members that more 
seats were not gained on the City 
Council. There are many factors which 
one might criticize about the past 
campaign and also some things we have 
learned: there are some important facts, 
however, which may make a lot. of 
difference in 1975 if we profit from the 
experience we have gained. 

After the last campaign in J 971, a 
great effort was made to hold the April 
Coalition together through public 
meetings, etc. This effort failed and when 
time came for all the groups within the 
Coalition to come together to prepare for 
h~ 1973 city council race, there was not 

enough time and energy to break down 
barriers caused by misunderstandings, 
suspicions. and lack of knowledge of 
other groups' goals and ideals. 

After the campaign got started, more 
people were willing to work together in a 
cooperative way-but the great input 
given by our mass meetings was not 
repeated throughout the campaign, so 

-elite buy 
continued from p. I 
(with the interests of students in mind?) 
who contributed included, the Hotel 
Durant, Sather Gate Apparel Shop, Kip's, 
the Berkeley Typewriter Co., and British 
Motor Cars. Not to be outdone, the 
Shattuck Ave. business community had 
an impressive roster, including, Lee Frank 
Jewelers, J. F. Hink & Sons (Mr. Hink 
also contributed on his own), Huston's 
Shoes, Highway 61 Steakhouse, Edy's, 
Travel-Service Inc., Fidelity Motors, and 
others. Finally, West Berkeley industries 
included BBB Stores, Desoto Paints, 
Manassee Block Inv-estment Co. (Harvey 
Edelstein, Manasse's president also gave as 
an individual), Reliance Sheet and Strip 
Co., West Berkeley Industries Assoc., and 
Upright Scaffolding Inc. ($ I ,000 
compliments of our former mayor, Wally 

- •. Johnson, President of Upright). A pretty 
~..,r; ;: neat sweep of the greater Berkeley 

, l'1« , business community. 

pnoto by M.B. 

One particularly interesting note was 
the rather heavy prevalence of 

_ professional medicine in the report on 
contributors. Two health industry giants, 

, Foremost-McKesson (major manufacturer 
of pharmaceutical drugs and hospital 
equipment in addition to the Foremi'st 
Milk you·re used to buying)_and our own 
Cutter Labs (through its board chairman, 
Dr. R. K. Cutter), makers of a variety of 
medical products (and which interestingly 
shares a director with - guess who? -
PG&E), both gave to the Berkeley 4, as 
did four other local pharmacies. Throw in 
some 40 odd local M.D.'s as individual 
contributors, and it becomes clear that 

that a lot of the energy and enthusiasm 
which was created was not properly 
utilized also the closed decision-making 
process which was made necessary also 
alienated some workers who otherwise 
might have participated more fully in the 
campaign. 

My wish is that the April Coalition will 
continue at least periodically to hold well 
advertized meetings (through Grassroots) 
in public places (potlucks are fine, but 
limiting in terms of open political 
participation), ·so that we will not 
continue to function in just separate, 
somewhat narrowing fashion. but also as 
an outspoken and vigorous entity in the 
community. In this manner, we can enlist 
participation and ideas from newcomers, 
as well as established group members, get 
feedback to and from Loni and Ying and 
move on to a healthier and better victory 
next time. 

I suggest having a general meeting in 
the near future, where Coalition members 
could give their feelings and comments on 
the past election, and set up some sort of 
permanent organization where all of us, 
not just the ones who can give full time, 
but also those of us who only have 
limited time and energy, would be able to 
participate and contribute. Please give 
your comments through Grassroots. 
Thanks. 

Andree Rohlfing 

council-

the medical profession was looking out 
for its health. With the ever-expanding 
Alta Bates Hospital moving into new 
neighborhoods, and the University 
shopping around for a site for its new 
Medical Center, a lot of people will be 
breathing easier with a pro-professional 
medicine City Council. It will be 
interesting to see how health-care 
alternatives like the free clinics fare in 
this year's budget appropriations. 

To round out the picture, one need 
only add the various architects (Demars & 
Wells, and Vernon Demars as an 
individual contributor) and lawyers 
(another all-star roster, led by our present 
city councilman, Ed Kallgren of Brubeck, 
Phleger and Harriso~ - a prominent San 
Francisco based corporate law firm). In 
addition to the loan of his living room, 
old Ed gave $ I ,000 to the cause and also 
got three of his law partners to chip in 
with contributions of their own. As an 
interesting aside, it should be noted that a 
former client of Brubeck, Phleger and 
Harrison's is none other than (surprise) 
Cutter Labs, completing another nice 
little circle of friends. 

But why belabor the point. One things 
is clear. 

On April 17th the people of Berkeley 
went to the polls to cast their votes for 
the candidates they hoped would 
represent them. 

But long before that the business and 
professional elite of Berkeley had bought 
itself a city council. 

by Paul Grabowicz 
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NEIGHBORHOOD PRESERVATION PASSES -left loses-
t' T~e. ~er~eley Neighborhood Preserva- as North Berkeley overwhelmingly passed ,. -, 1 ,~ ..... )., , '" continued from p. J 
ion . mhative passed by a 60-40city-wide the initiative. ~ (~' L .::. -;\l /\.... ' so the net gam was only 7300 votes. 

margm Tuesday, A_Pril 17. The vote broke Part of the explanation probably lies ..... :-...~~ft~ )111~ .. ' instead ofa possible 13,000 or more. 
down alo~g class Imes. The afnuent Hills in the initiative's provisions requiring ~=: {'·,.,.''\ , J· 1 1~: Flnally, in 21 Hill precincts, the 
voted for it only 3040% while the poorer minimum percentages of low income "'· '--'lc.._\."-'_~J~\ ~ Coalition went from 22% to 21% of the 
~:mP,us ~nd Flatlands turned i~ 75% units in each development and increased ', ~ t~,3.\~ ....... •. ~ vote, while the turnout dropped from 
. ~~ _talhes. I~ the Black community the neighborhood involvement in land use '-'-4 t\.•....,. ,1-:-- 78% to 69%, a net loss of 400 votes in an 
lllltl~tive earned from 50% in the decisions. Both of these are obstacles 10 ~ \~~ , area where we were already being beaten 
relative!~ well-off San Pablo Park region the hill-desired suburbanization of -...; j t by about 4-1. 
to 65% m poorer black areas, in spite of Berkeley with its elimination of the poor ..;.._.,;:,, "r, fl f What should be remembered is that an 
the .. f_act tha~ practically all Black Final,v~ rl}e very people who wrot~ . increased turnout in any of these areas 
poh~I~l~n~ outside the Coalition opposed and backed the document were a cause J '._•.,!' ~c • 1 ~--.f\,:\-\J would have increased the Coalition's 
the m1hahve. for concern to the rich. Representatives i:l:~~ ·:·,"'--~=--- ~,~ ~~dJ) \ J; share of the vote. A large part of the 

Of course, the more affluent areas of non-hill Berkeley from San Pablo Park 1,-.:-~. :~. :.' '/ { .• ,:· ::..j ,1r1•I J I Berkeley Four's strength was that their 
have man~ged to entrench themselves at to the foothills gathered to draft the _:,___ --=-=- " , · . 1 1 '. ' ' , people believe in 1he system. !l's done all 
low density. levels and thus have little document. One spokesperson for those right by them so why shouldn't they 
need for zonmg revis!ons. However, some who have wealth, the publisher of the opportunity for neighborhood input. participate in it? 
downzoned and relat1vely poor areas such GAZETTE, termed the resort to the Without such opportunities, however, the The Coalition, on the other hand, 

ballot "much more dangerous than { when Council plans to coordinate individual ::i.ppcals philosophically to a lot of people 
they were on] the streets." neighborhood plans into a master plan to whose commitment to the elec1oral 

Revising the Master Plan and Zoning be presented to the city council for process is, at best, marginal. It's relatively 
Ordinance now lies in the hands of the adoption. Whether the final revisions easy to discourage them from voting. In 
Berkeley Four dominated city council reflect the interests of all of Berkeley precincts where a large percentage of the 
and planning .commission. Non.Berkeley rather than just the Hills and developers people didn't vote, it's a good bet that 
Four input can come from a citizens' depends largely upon the extent of most of them would have supported us if 

~ body ~armed from appointments by each community pressure. If you wish to they had. 
councilperson. This group is only contribute to these revisions contact the Get•out-the•vote will have to be of 
advisory to the planning commission, Council of Neighborhoods al 849-4 719 or prime importance in 1975 if we expect to 
however. drop by the office at 2022 Blake Street. expand our base in city hall, or even keep 

The Council of Neighborhoods, a Ken Hugh'l wh~ we have. 
city-wide forum of neighborhood Neighborhood Preservation - espite our electoral loss. things are 

8,i~!IDlllill-,J;:;::==".,llil organizations, plans to work with the city looking up for the Coalition. For one 
if there appears to be sufficient Initiative Committee thing, even though the vote as a whole 

PG&E SCARE CAMPAIGN 
dropped by 2,000 votes, the vote for the 
Coalition was up some l ,700. Also, we 
increased our share of the vote in every 
part of the city except the hills. Far from 
being a campus-dependent movement, the 

The Opponents of Measure 8 in the 
Berkeley election, the public power 
ordinance, spent an admitted $40,000 in 
their successful effort to defeat the 
measure. PG&E itself reported half of this 
amount, but the victory may prove much 
costlier. In the frantic scare campaign, 
PG&E kept on increasing the stated value 
of its Berkeley electric property, 
eventually settling on a minimµm of $34 
million. 

The assessed valuation of the property, 
or the figure on which good citizen PG&E 
pays property taxes is about $2 million. 
Management of the utility no doubt was 
aware that this discrepancy would be 
noticed, indicating the importance that 
PG&E attached to this election. This 

discrepancy in assessed valuation was one 
of the main points raised by RIOT 
(Refusers of Illegal and Oppressive Taxes) 
in discussing the defeat of Measure 8, and 
the plans of its proponents to continue 
the struggle for public power. The 
organization announced it would 
continue, probably with a change of 
name, and will attempt to broaden its 
base in the community. 

Asked why the public power 
ordinance failed, representatives of RJOT 
gave many reasons, all adding up to the 

\ 

\ 

financial and political power of PG&E. 
PG&E and its front groups used scare 
tactics to frighten rate payers and 
property owners into voting against 
Measure 8. They misrepresented the 
findings of the feasibility study and 
falsely claimed that the consultants had 
changed their estimate of the cost of the 
bond issue. 

Yet the company which did the 
feasibility study had to be acceptable to 
PG&E, resulting, according to RIOT, in 
an overly cautious and somewhat inept 
study which hedged on its conclusions. 
The City Council majority, basically 
opposed to the issue; made no effort to 
see that even this poor compromise of a 
study was made available to the voters. 
By contrast, in advance of a similar 
el~ction. in Foster City, that city council 
will deliver a copy of its study to every 
household in the city. Berkeley's Council 
majority refused to contract for a 
feasibility study until it became obvious 
that the 15% initiative petition ordering 
the c~uncil to take steps to acquire the 
electnc distribution system would qualify 
for a special election. 

In further comments, representatives 
of RIOT stated that the defeat of 
Measure 8 was not altogether a defeat. 

Nearly 20,000 Berkeley voters, or 42.3% Coalition is slowly but surely making 
voted for it, although the proponents inroads in black and working-class white 
were outspent by perhaps 100 to one. areas. 
Significantly, PG&E has been forced out In this election we faced a united 
into the open. For the first time its opposition who outspent us four to one 
officials have been forced to engage in trying to confuse the voters. They still 
public debate on the issue of public only beat us by about 7% of the vote. 
power. Not since the 1940s has PG&E's The Berkeley Four's constituency is 
monopoly power been threatened as it is either dying, moving out or corning over 
now. RIOT states that the eyes of to our side. We gained ground this time. 
ratepayers and taxpayers are on PG&E, Next time, we might take it all. 
and that the next round will be won. Andy Rodriguez 

bpd's latest steal 
At the April 18 meeting of the Board neighborhood employment on the 

of Directors of Model Cities a project, public hearings, etc. 
representative from the Berkeley P~lice BPD's presentation of this grant was at 
Department (BPD) and a representative best misleading, at worst outright 
from the National Committee Against deceptive. First, the BPD told the NCDH 
Discrimination in Housing, Inc. (NCDJ-1) that the minority communities were 
were present to discuss a proposed aware of, involved with, and in support of 
$167,178 federal grant to the BPD for the proposed anti-burglary project. This, 
burglary prevention. This grant comes as the NAACP and Model Cities board 
from the California Council on Criminal members can attest, is utterly false. The 
Justic, an arm of the Law Enforcement minority community was completely 
Assistance Agency. ignored in the preparation of this 

NCDH sends to all agencies applying proposal, a proposal which will assuredly 
for federal monies a routine questionnaire affect the black community, especially 
to discover the sensitivity of such projects males aged 16-29. 
to the minority communities which will Second, the police carefully conveyed 
be affected. Questions include: the impression to both the NAACP and 

1. Are minorities residing in the the Model Cities board that this grant was 
affected areas aware of the project? a "windfall," something for nothing, 

2. Have minorities been involved in when in fact the $167,178 of federal 
planning the project? money is only 32% of the total project 

3. Are minorities in support of the cost of $508,931. The other $341,753 
proposed project? must come from Hgrantee contributions," 

On February 12, NCDH received the i.e. the BPD budget. This "systems 
ftlled-out questionnaire from the BPD. approach" is thus going to cost us, the 
Although the Department had answered taxpayers, almost $350,000-a fact the 
"yes" to these questions, the Berkeley BPD has conveniently forgotten to tell us. 
chapter of the NAACP had never heard of 
the proposed program and was quite 
concerned about its racial implications. 
Nor was the Board of Directors of Model 
Cities better informed about the program. 

A representative of BPD told the 
Board that the police had not had time lo 
consult with the community about this 
"golden opportunity," a "something for 
nothing" grant that was "just thrown at 
us." This "systems approach to control of 
burglary" would, he said, focus on 
criminal apprehension rather than, for 
example, recovering stolen property, 
preventing crime, or uncovering the 
causes of crime. 

After discussion, the Model Cities 
Board finally passed a motion calling for 
tentative board approval of the project 
pending compliance with regulations to 
be made by NCDH concerning Project WEY photo by Susan Mullally 



SCHOOLS AND THE LEFT 
Conservative and right-wing parents have always had a strong inOuence on local 

and State school boards, especially in California. That the State Board of Education 
recently ordered the teaching of ''Divine Creation" along with the theory of 
evolution in California classrooms, is strange but powerful testimony to the 
organi1:ed strength of the right. 

It makes sense that where the right has political strength it would have influence 
over school boards. But why, where the left is strong, hasn't it organized to fight 
for progressive change and a hand in shaping the institutions which educate most of 
our children. 

In Berkeley. where the left has a program supported by thousands of voters, on 
practic;illy cve,y aspect of city government, it has nothing lo say about the most 
elementary questions concerning our schools. It couldn't even recommend a choice 
for school board in the last election. How is it that a left constituency as politically 
sophisticated as exists in Berkeley has abdicated one of its most important roles. 

We realize that the Berkeley Unified School District is enormously complicated. 
We also realize that the only way to understand the ins and outs of the school 
system is to educate ourselves in a way which will give us some perspective and 
allow us to come up with a program. 

This issue Grassroots will begin the process with some informational and 
analytical articles which we hope will give the reader a glimpse into the Berkeley 
Public School System. We propose that the Coalition call a conference on schools 
to be held in late September to formulate a program on the Berkeley Schools from 
a left view point. We would like to see the conference deal with at least the 
following points of interest. 

A) THE ROLE OF THE SCHOOL SYSTEM 
- its_ ~ela~ionship to society, what can th§i.._' hools do and what can't they do? 
- ut1hzat10n of school system resources ~le community 
- racism 
- sexism 
- violence and vandalism 

B) WHAT ARE OUR OBLIGATIONS TO THE BERKELEY SCHOOLS' 
- taxation and alternative income 
- how do we support good teachers and programs? 
- public schools vs. private schools, do we work within the system? 

C) BERKELEY SCHOOLS BETTER OR WORSE THAN OTHER 
INSTITUTIONS - THE POLITICS OF STRUCTURE 

- status and power of the units within the school system 
- teachers vs. administrators 
- how different models work: open vs. traditional classroom 
- alternative programs, tutorials 
- textbooks and materials 
- Wilson Riles bill - public school education to begin at 4 years 

0) THE FORMULATION OF A LEFT PROGRAM FOR THE BERKELEY 
SCHOOLS 

- how do we organize to be heard? 

This conference must have input from the following perspectives: BFT, Black 
Aces, School Board members, students, parents and community organizations. 

Project WEY photo by Andy Stewart 

Project WEY 

project wey-up your asphalt 
We all know what Berkeley's school 

yards are like. Asphalt from border to 
border - vast areas of barren pavement 
surrounded by high, tightly ~oven wire 
fences. Places for the students to stretch 
during recess. Places to be forgotten as 
quickly as possible. 

Washington Environmental Yard, or 
Project WEY, as it is lovingly called by 
project participants, is directly aimed at 
destroying the alienated school yard 
image. It intends to make full use of the 
yard in elementary education and to 
eventually form a resource for the 
surrounding community. 

WEY is a 2-year old pilot 
environmental education project centered 
at Washington Elementary School (K-3; 
Grove and Bancroft Way) that has already 
changed the character of that playground. 
Asphalt was removed from one large area 
and replaced with mounds of soil and 
gravel. A pond was made. A garden and 
various kinds of large 'climbing' 
structures have appeared. But the 
playground is still unmistakenly a school 
yard. There are no trees. The fence is still 
there. But there is more to come. It is an 
,valving process. 

Participants write that "WEY is an 
environmental education process whose 

purpose is to promote . . . the 
learning environment - people, space, 

... time. objects - and ... " to orient the 
school curriculum toward it. Herb Wong, 
principal at Washington, and Robin 
Moore, assistant professor of Urban 
Design at Cal, both argue that the 
classroom has fundamental educational 
limitations and that the outdoor 
environment should be used in a serious 
fashion in education. A way to reach 
children. A way to integrate playground 
and classroom is being sought. 

Moore writes in the New School 
Education Journal that "if the 'stuff of 
the environment can really be moved 
around at will (by children), pulled apart 
and recombined, then things really begin 
to happen." We have "a process of 
imagination and environment working 
together. By this token all children 
become artists once given access to 
physical resources they can freely mess 
around with. By setting up their own 
experiments . . . kids get an intuitive 
grasp of how the world works that can be 
translated into adult concepts later. ... 
Kids learn how to control their own lives 
and environment, so that in later life they 
won't get pushed around by the 
establishment and professional experts 
like architects, planners, and engineers!" 
With this approach, Project WEY 
becomes more than a playground 
beautification project - its objectives are 
educational and political. 

Project WEY is striving for an enlarged 
phase, including physical integration with 
the community. A program is evolving for 
the permanent closing of McKinley with 
landscaping, ponds, play structures, 
following plans representing a "synthesis 
of thinking" of students, staff, parents, 
and community people. Some of this 
work will begin late this spring. Funds are 
being sought from the city for the rest. 
We hope the growing awareness of the 
need for environmental education makes 
the development of closer playground/ 
classroom relationships more likely in 
other schools. New interesting ideas for 
learning situations will likely emerge from 
these changes in emphasis. As a pioneer 
project in this area, we should follow the 
progress of WEY very carefully. 

Joe Hancock 

BUSD FACTS AND FIGURES 
The Berkeley Unified School District supports a variety of diverse programs for 

more than 18,000 students beginning at 1 year 9 months and extending through 
adult education programs. Each year the district spends 31 million dollars. It 
employs around 2,000 people including truck drivers, teachers, psychologists, and 
data processing specialists. The BUSD owns 104 acres of land in Berkeley; the 
district owns 20 schools and a children's center. Berkeley was the first school 
district in the country to fully integrate its schools. It is one of two cities in the 
nation whose preschool and follow-through programs are economically as well as 
racially integrated: S 1% of the children in these programs come from poor families 
and up to 49% come from other economic categories. Berkeley received special 
federal and state dispensation to allow for this balance. The BUSD contains 22 
federally funded alternative or experimental schools. 

Berkeley has 6 parent participation nursery schools(½ time), 2 of which have 
programs for two-year olds. The district has three children's centers providing full 
time childcare for pre-schoolers. 

There are twelve schools for children in kindergarten through third grade (K-3), 
four schools from 4th to 6th grade:(4-6), two junior high schools (7-8), one ninth 
grade school (West Campus), one high school and an adult education complex. The 
22 alternative school programs involve students from kindergarten through twelfth 
grade. 

The BUSD spends about 50% of its $31 million budget on teacher's saiaries and 
other classroom instruction costs. The other 50% is spent on administration. 
maintenance and other services. 
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HOW INTEGRATION WORKS 
IN BERKELEY 

In each school zone busing 1s 1n 
two d1rect1ons 1f a child 1s bussed 
K-3, she or he will attend a 
neighbourhood school 4-6, and 
vice-verso 
There are some exceptions. 

Some BUSD Salaries for 1972-73 
Superintendent: ..... . 
Assistant Administrative Assistant: 
Assistant Superintendent for Instruction: 
Data Processing Supervisor (37½ hrs/wk}: 

Food Service Supervisor: 

. . $37,900.00 
$31,170.00 
$29,614.00 

.. minimum maximum 
$14,988.00 - $18,216.00 

. . . . . . . . . minimum maximum 
$13,596.00 - $16,524.00 

Berkeley High School Principal (12 mo.job}: ......... minimum maximum 
$12,760.00 - $26,620.00 

Junior High School Principal (IO mo.job}: .. _ minimum maximum 
$10,240.00 - $21,348.00 

Elementary School Principal (10 mo. job}: ......... minimum maximum 
$10,158.75 - $21,178.75 

Classroom Teacher: ... minimum maximum 

Food Service Helper (part time only): ........ _ ... . 
$8,127.00 - $16,943.00 

.. - ..... $3.13/hr. 

ENROLLMENT BY GRADES FIRST MONTH,.1972-1973 

Kind.-garten 

First 

Second 

Third 

Fourth 

Fifth 

Sixth 

Special Classes Elementary 

Seventh 

Eighth 

Walking downtown 
yesterday 
I saw steel•eyed men 
watching iron legged girls 
in cut glass· stockings 
at the market-
yesterday 

1,089 

1,188 

1,184 

1,238 

1,117 

1,224 

1,064 

48 

1,099 

1,038 

I watched red haired grandmothers 
watching c/airol kiddies 
as they puffed on cigarettes 
and munched plastic apples 
at the jewelers shop 
yesterday 
I watched a man I used to know 
purchase a pure-dee artificial 
marrying ring for the sister of his 
recently divorced wife -

Ninth 1,049 

Tenth 1,102 

Eleventh 1,124 

Twelfth 959 

Special Classes 7 -12 96 

Home Instruction 51 

TOTAL K-12 14,670 

Preschool 723 

Adult School 2,670 

GRAND TOTAL Enrollment 18,063 

last night at the altar 
I watched George Washington Morgan 
squeeze marine (in the yellow bottle) 
eye drops along his cheeks 
before going into confession -
this morning I saw a black man 

child strike 
his middlec/ass mama on her 

coltonpatch legs 
caused his supposed to be fresh orange 
didn't have no juice in it . 
And I understood. 

by S.A.M. 

The poems on this page were written by 
Berkeley High School students. 

Children who live 1n: 
Zone: Attend 

{ 
{

TILDEN 
A K-3 THOUSAND OAKS 

JEFFERSON 

4-6 .. .FRNJKLIN 

{ 
rrnAGMONT 

8 K-J1 OXFORD 

4-6.COLUMBUS 

c{K- 3 J~Stjt~iEAK l WASH I NG TON 

4-6 ... LONGFELLOW 

{ 
{

JOHN MUIR 

D K-3 EMERSON 
LECONTE 

4-6 .. MALCOLM X 

Students who live on North. 
and West side of I ,ne • • • • • 
go to KING Jr HS, those on 
Sou th and East go lo 
Willard Jr HS 

B.U.S.D. INCOME 

Total Federal Income Received from Federal Sources 
1970-71 1971-72 
$840,134 $2,860,617 

Federal Income Received from State Sources 
1970-71 1971-72 
959,402 1,061,766 

Total State Income 
1970-71 
4,356,797 

Total Local Income 
1970-71 
18,778,595 

Total Income 
1970-71 
25,475,219 

Project WEY 

1971-72 
4,159,571 

1971-72 
19,655,641 

1971-72 
28,288,940 

I 972-73 
$3,770,660 

1972-73 
862,680 

1972-73 
3,233,036 

1972-73 
21,518,739 

1972-73 
30,055,186 

photo by Andy Stewart 
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campus left moves right 
Recently at IJ.C, the Campus 

Coalition Party and the Unity Party 
merged in an effort to elect a majority to 
the ASUC Senate in the upcoming 
elections. This followed an unsuccessful 
effort by the Berkeley Liberation Front, 
a radical electoral group, to merge with 
the Coalition Party. Many of the people 
in the Campus Coalition and in BLF 
worked in the April Coalition during the 
recent campaign. 

Some of us on the Grassroots 
collective viewed the merger of the 
Campus Coalition Party with the Unity 
Party as a move to the right. In an 
attempt to clarify the issues involved. 
Grassroots asked April Maynard of the 
Coalition and Tom Accinelli of the BLF 
to comment. 

The Unity-ASUC Coalition merger 
claims to be the mini-April Coalition on 
the U.C. Campus. In reality, this merger 
represents a shirt to the right on the 
campus and is the epitome of expedient 
politics. The ASUC Coalition, which 
already included Berkeley Four and 
Republican supporters, rejected an offer 
to merge with the Berkeley Liberation 
Front (BLF) and instead hooked up with 
Leigh Steinberg and his Unity Party. 

Unity Party as a concept and political 
vehicle is a Berkeley Four type political 
con job sounding progressive, 
competent and open, but in reality, a 
do-nothing maintenance crew for the 
status quo. Looking forward to the 
development of the Berkeley Four slate, 
Leigh Steinberg stated in the September 
9, 1972 issue of the Berkeley Gazette, 
"Student voters put rent control across 
and the April Coalition into office, and 
they will do it again next spring if a viable 
alternative is not offered." At that time 
he was even being considered by the 
Kallgrenites as their student candidate. 

Opposition to a proposed BLF-ASUC 
Coalition merger seemed to be based on 
disagreement with the candidacy of Tom 
Accinelli for ASUC President although 
other BLF co-presidential candidates 
were offered. It also seems that the BLF 
stated intention not to run an executive 
slate was interpreted as a sign of 
weakness. Once the ASUC Coalition 
believed there was no threat, no reason 
remained to merge f.om their point of 
view. 

They also viewed the Unity Party as 
no threat once Leigh Steinberg withdrew 
as a co-presidential candidate in the 
proposed Unity-ASUC Coalition merger, 
and yet they merged and included Leigh 
on their ticket in an unopposed lower . 
level executive position. 

It appears that the Coalition Party was 
faced with parallel alternatives on the 
right and on the left because both 
Accinelli and Steinberg offered to 
withdraw their candidacies in exchange 
for a merger and co-presidential 
candidates. The Coalition chose to go 
right. Why, is a question they should be 
made to answer before the ASUC 
elections May 16, 17 and 18. 

Tom Accinelli 

In an operation that began February 
19th and was culminated April 29th, two 
ASUC political parties joined together. 
What is now known as Unity-Coalition 
(U-C) was formerly United Party and the 
ASUC Coalition. A decision was made to 
forego personality differences based in 
the past and this presented the 
opportunity for two groups of people 
with essentially identical politics to work 
together and widen its base of support 
and participation. That is the essence of 
coalition politics. 

The Unity portion of U-C has a very 
good base in campus living groups - an 
area that has been shown to need political 
organizing. It is essential that a 
widespread organization begin work right 
now reaching every possible sector of the 
student community. Students of all 
degrees of politicization must be reached 
in order that the widest range of people 
understand how their lives are affected by 
the functions of the University and the 
city. This isn't possible if an organization 
is always turning inward and rejects new 
ideas and approaches. 

The process used in the merger was 
affected markedly by the principle of the 
April Coalition. All meetings but one 
45.ffiinute caucus were open to the press. 
Decisions were made collectively by up to 
60 people. When votes were close, time 
was spent to reach a consensus. We did 
lose some people along the way. Unity 
Party lost a few of its relative "right" 
wing, but that had to happen eventually. 
It was an exhausting procedure but in the 
end people were satisfied. 

We would like to know how BLF 
selects its candidates. We would like to 
know if their meetings are open to the 
press. 

While U-C's and BLF's goals for the 
city are the same, their goals for the 
ASUC diverge. While BLF has specifjc 
interest groups they represent, often to 
the neglect of others, U-C is willing to 
accommodate a wide range of ASUC 
functions that serve the needs of groups 
that aren't particularly political. Just 
recently BLF voted as a block against 
allocating further emergency funding to 
child care because of the effect it might 
have on their special interests (which 
already receive. at least 44% of the 
budget). 

The bulk of the criticism we are 
receiving is from Tom Accinelli. He keeps 
speaking about "Berkeley Four/Warren 
Widener" politics but neglects to say 
exactly how they apply. U-C's executive 
slate supported the April Coalition for 
city council. We submit the U-C process 
of operations and selection of candidates 
much more closely resembles the April 
Coalition's than does BLF's. We submit 
we will bring people into the political 
processes and not reject them when our 
politics are the same. We submit that U-C 
serves as no vehicle for the political 
aspirations of any one person. 

April Maynard 
April Maynard is an ASUC Senator and a 
member of the Unity-Coalition Party at 
/J.C. 

SAVO BUILDING SET 
The American Singer's Association 

how has all the necessary permits and 
approvals to go into the final stages of 
preparation before construction begins. 
The site of the 93 unit. 6 story senior 
citizens apartment complex is the Savo 
Island property bordered by Adeline, 
Milvia and Oregon Streets. 

Support for the project has been 
strong and well organized. The City 
Commission on Aging and The Model 
Cities Board has opposed the proposal. 
Such opposition has been extremely 
strong in the Savo Island Neighborhood 
but was never well organized successfully 
enough to fight the full-time consultants 
and the sponsors. 

Complaints have arisen concerning 
location, rent levels, building size, lack of 
community participation in the planning 
of the project, lack of assurances about 
the number of minority residents, and 
lack of affirmative-action hiring policy 
for the construction and building 
maintenance. There are concerns over the 
absence of collective space in the 
building, apartment size, safety, and the 

laCk of open space available in the 
immediate surroundings. 

Neighborhood residents recognize the 
need for senior housing and are 
committed to providing housing in the 
redevelopment of Savo lsland. Area 
residents would like to see housing which 
is compatible with the density and design 
of the neighborhood. A detailed survey of 
the neighborhood taken in March by 
SIPAC confirms this report. 

Proponents of the American Singer's 
project point to the need for senior 
housing and are less concerned about the 
means to obtain these ends. They site 
buildings in existence by the same 
architect as proof .of the viability and 
positive nature of the Singer's project. 
Neighborhood residents have visited these 
concrete block structures and found them 
of inferior quality and esthetic character. 

Some concessions have been gained 
through neighborhood pressure. The 
external appearance of the building is 
substantially improved. The original plans 
were for 8 stories, 133 units. The final 
design is for 6 stories 93 units. 

ac transit--part 2 

Roy Nakadegawa 
Continued from April 

attacks on bus drivers were on a dramatic 
increase and the directors and staff 
should do something about it. I checked 
into AC's record of assaults on drivers as 
well as the union's record and found they 
pretty much coincided with each other 
and that the incidents were not on a 
dramatic increase in the last few months. 
The Union Representative had blown it 
out of proportion and used the press and 
TV irresponsibly. (The incident rate has 
been about the same for the last two 
years.) AC takes the position that if they 
keep it quiet, the problem will go away. I 
said we should discuss this publically and 
bring out the facts and not evade this 
issue. Otherwise the public will get the 
idea that the union's position of increased 
assaults is the correct one. AC will 
introduce, as soon as possible, some 
community involvement program to show 
that AC is operating a public service and 
that the assaults on drivers will have a 
detrimental effect to the community. 

Q: What impact has your being in This effect will be either cutting back 
office had on the Board? essentially needed service or further 

A: The board meetings are a little alienating the community by continually 
more open and more directors are asking having security guards on the buses whose 
questions, besides myself. I believe the presence indicates 'we don't trust you!' 
whole board benefits from the answers. Preferably, I would like to see AC or a 
The minutes are longer and more group of institutions or organizations set 
detailed, but they should be more explicit up and fund and offer grants to 
on minority or divergent views for future organizations like San Francisco's Youth 
reference. They have revised their for Service. This organization utilized 
procedures for providing more complete former street gang leaders to works in the 
information when opening bids and community on various community issues 
awarding contracts. The directors pay and which may benefit them in a productive 
expenses are now listed to be more easily way.Maybe the Black Panthers would be 
accountable by anyone interested in interested in such a community funded 
checking them. project. 

I've managed to introduce and have An alternative I suggested to the Board 
passed by the board: was to institute a free fare period on the 
a) That ihe staff report on possible lines during the times most of the assaults 
legislation for a priority system for fuel take place. The rationale is, ridership is 
acquisition during times of fuel shortage. next to zero then and the District collects 
b) That the staff report on possible little revenue, so the loss would be far less 
legislation to include transit as a required than the expense for a security guard. 
planning element with some implementat- The other board members responded 
ion measures for large developments and negatively. 
subdivisions. ,-...,.----,----------. 
c) The staff contact ASUC regarding the Roy asked us to spread the word that 
large events they have at the University people are needed to help develop a 
about possibly including AC trans.it fares proposal for Demand Responsive Transit 
in the admission price to encourage Service, or Dial-a-Ride. 
everyone attending to sue transit. They Interested people should get in touch 
can board the buses both ways free by with Roy at 526-5094 or write care of 
showing their admission ticket to the .G_r_a_ss_ro_o_t_s,_B_0_x_2_7_4_. ______ _ 
ASUC event to the bus driver. 

Q: What have been your disappoint
ments? 

A: The most disappointing matter 
concerns the union, Better communi• 
cation and operating relationship between 
union and management is needed! The 
specific matter was the violence on the 
buses and the attacks on the bus drivers. 
The union charged that the physical 

Q: What have you enjoyed on the 
board? 

A: The pleasant surprise is there are 
several members on the AC staff who 
have approached me individually and 
have voiced encouragement and support. 
I've also received valuable information 
from various friends who helped me get 
elected and thank them all. I hope they 
will continue their assistance because I 
treasure their input and thoughts. 
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SOLID WASTE REDUCTION 
AND RECYCLING IN BERKELEY 

"The human race has been around for about a 
million years; the earth much longer. Nature has 
engineered us very carefully so that we don't 
interfere with the balance of life, which supports all 
living things, including humanity, 

You breathe in oxygen and breathe out carbon 
dioxide. You give off solid and liquid wastes. Plants 
breathe in carbon dioxide, and take in minerals and 
nitrogen from animal and human wastes. They use 
sunlight to turn these things into food substance, 
and they grow. 

Animals eat the plants, and other animals. 
After we die, our bodies decompose, and became 
food for the plants. 

The cycle is closed. Nothing is wasted. 1" 

Unfortunately nature did not reckon with 
human beings, or their greed and ability for confusing 
wan ts and needs, both of which appear to be 
potentially infinite. One thing was definitely not 
included in the world eco•system, and that is a way of 
dealing wi'th growth, unchecked, exponential growth 
of any part of that eco•system. 
Ecology is a matter of balance, a fine, ever 
so delicate balance, and if we're talking 
about a planet there is no room for 
unchecked growth, none! 

Well, on our particular planet, at this particular 
point in time, a crisis is being very rapidly approached. 
lndustrialism~xploitive, wasteful, exponentially 
growing and expanding industrialism is just about to 
crash headlong and still accelerating in to a wall, and a 
very solid wall it is. 

What is it? It's the first of several natural limits 
to growth that exist wrthin any finite eco-system, in 
our case, it is depletion of non·renewable resources. 

I would point out that depletion of non
renewable resources is a consequence not of over
population, but of over-industrialization. And what 
is over•1'ndustrialization - certainly it is not industrial
ization to fulfill the "Basic Needs" of the people; 
this should be evident merely because the basic needs 
of only a minority of the world's people's are being 
met. Rather, the reasons are wasteful production and 
conspicuous consumption - for example, America, 
and it's dominant "lifestyle". 

Technology is not by any means inherently 
evil; rather, it becomes a tool of evil in the hands of 
those interested only in profit. In America most of 
the machines and technology are controlled by 
corporations. The goal of these corporations is to 
maximize profits, and in order to do this they have to 
grow bigger and produce more all the time. Businesses 
can't keep making and selling "the same things all the 
time because people would soon have all of the 
things that they want, and demaf1d would fall off. 
Corporations have to make more "things, and 
convince people to buy them. ,n order to keep 
making profits. This is what determines how they 
use the machines and technology and land that they 
"own". This is Capitalism in it's most modern and 
American form. 

"Our economy is like a person built leaning 
forward, who must keep running ahead or he will fall 
over". 1 

Oh, back to the wall, perhaps sbme examples: 
At present consumption rates, rates which are 
increasing constantly, and with optimistic estimates 
of total global reserves, we will exhaust known 
reserves of aluminum in 31 years, coal• 11 years, 
lead. 21 years. natural gas• 22 years, petroleum • 20 
years, tin• 15 years, tungsten• 28 years, etc. 

This view of 'the world is a most useful one 1f1 
explaining some things that are happening on the 
planet right now. I refer you to the following map. 
This map is from Freedom News•February 1971. It 
1f1dicates divisions between offshore oil leases, in 
S.E. Asia, of most of 'the major oil companies in the 
world, most of them American. We all knew this 
but have perhaps never seen it quite this graphically 
before. Notice the way that the map does not say 
Viet Nam; but Thailand and Cambodia. All of 
S.E. Asia appears to be floating on oil, but oil (energy) 
is not all. 

Figure 7 ECONOMIC GROWTH RATES 
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SO!JRCE: Siu;on Ku:i:nets, Economic Growl#, of Nations (Ccu,,bridge. Mou., 
Hor-iord University Press, 1971 ). 

Allow me to quote 0.0. Eisenhower, at the 
Governorsf Conference, Seattle, Washington, 1953. 

"You have seen the war in Indochina described 
variously as an outgrowth of French Colonialism, and 
the French refusal to treat indigenous populations 
decently. You fl'nd it again described as a war between 
the communists and other elements in S.E. Asia. 

But you have a confused idea of where it is 
located - Laos, or Cambodia, or Siam, or any of the 
other countries that are involved. 

But you don't really know Lvhy we are so 
concerned with the far-off, southeast corner of Asia! 
Why is it. 

Now let us assume that we lose Indochina. If 
Indochina goes several things happen right away. The 
Malaysian Penninsula . ... would be scarcely 
defensible, and 'the tin and tungsten that we so 
greatly value from that area would stop coming. 
that would be of the most terrible siginificance to 
the U.S.A., our security, our power to get certain 
things that we need from the riches of the Indo
nesian Territory, and from S.E. Asia." 

So, what else is new, 11\!e all know that the 
developed world supports its unnatural lifestyle by 
ripping off the undeveloped world. Perhaps the notion 
that the situation cannot continue indefinitely is new, 
but not that new - after all, we all know that the U.S. 
it rotting, and, it's not so hard to believe that the 
earth might not mind see,ng it go. 

The thing that I wish to point out is how all 
this relates to your garbage. When D.D. Eisenhower 
said "The tin we so greatly value" I w0nder if he 
knew why. You see, almost all of the tin that is used 
in the U.S. is used for plating food cans. There is a 
direct connection between the canned tomatoes that 
you buy at Co-op and the war in Indochina. Now I 
admit that this is a particularly extreme example, and 
I also admit that it is one that is particularly difficult 
to know how to relate to. I'm not trying to make you 
feel guilty every time that you open a can of dog 
food; working from guilt is not particularly con• 
structive, I am however trying desperately to make a 
terribly important paint: that garbage is something 
that we damn i.nell need to change the way that we 
relate to . ....,, 
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Industry will tell you that the problem is one of 
collection, and development of technologies, but it's 
not. It is a problem of wasteful comsumption and 
worship of the god of growth. The purpose of the 
Recycling Centers is not to give you a place to take 
your garbage so that you don't have to feel guilt 
about dumping it in the bay. They are an attempt 
to get you in touch with the magnitude of your own 
consumption, and push you into reducing that con• 
sumption. 

Did you know that 450 million tons of garbage 
accumulates in the U.S. every year? That's 5 lbs.I 
person/day. They tell us that by the year 2000 this 
will be 15 lbs. and that's only counting household 
garbage. Not only is there such a mass of garbage, 
but since v'VtrV/1 the kind of garbage that we generate 
has changed as we have seen the increased use of 
plastics on the one-way trips. Plastics that produce 
such pleasant fumes when incinerated. 

It seems to me that there are 3 questions to 
ask about th is garbage: 

1) Where does it come from? 
2) Where does it go? 
3) How much of it is yours and what 

alternatives do you have to it? 
1 J Well, it comes mostly from our non

renewable resources reserves, most of which are over
seas - strip mines, Oregon forests, the oceans, the 
quickly diminishing wild/ands and anywhere else that 
usable materials are found (after all, you can't impede 
progress). 

2) Most of it goes in to dumos that usually have 
high, colored fences around them or into the water to 
be taken away, inevitably into th; oceans. Tar and di! 
slicks have been found in the middle of the Pacific. 
The U.S. also annua/Jy contribu'tes untold tons into 
the air. The general rule that industry seems to use 
to detern,ine where to despose of waste seems to be 
AWAY! 

The tin that we require for cans and other uses 
is taken entirely from foreign sources. Southeast 
Asia is exploited for 75% of the tin that we use yearly. 
Nearly 50% of imported (primary) tin goes for tin
plated cans, dog food, beer, and other "critical" items. 

An interesting point: G.N.P.: The total value of 
all goods and services produced in a year is regarded 
as a benefit and presently is a quantity that everyone 
is interested in maximizing. But don't these goods 
and services come, at least in part, from non-renewable 
resources which are at best, quite finite? And don't 
they inevitably wind up, after the expendirure of 
vast amoun(S of energy, as garbage, poJ/ution that 
must now be disposed of? And aren't the dumps in 
which to put it also quite limited? The Berkeley 
municipal dump is projected to be full in 7 years or 
less. 

And so this flow, this 'through-put from 
resources to pollution, measured quite accurately by 
G.N.P. - does it make sense to strive to maximize it? 
"For ultimately it must be detrimental to our well

being and therefore must not only be minimized, 
but regarded as a cost rather than a benefit. ,rJ It 
seems much more sensible to regard the success of 
our economy not by how much we consume, but 
by the quality of the stock that we possess right now. 

"We must come to assess our standard of living 
not by calculating the value of all the air-conditioners 
that we have made and sold, but by the freshness of 
the air; in other words, accepted value must equal 
real value, just as accepted cost must equal real 
cost "'3 

·,-imEE L."1\"i3 

EVERYTHING IS cor,NECfED TO EVERYTHING 

~VERYTHlfJG'S GOT TO GO SOMEWHERE 

THERE'S NO SUCH THlr:G AS A FREE LUNCH 

3) How much of this garbage is yours? What are 
our alternatives? Our alternatives are of three kinds, 
and are listed in preferential order. Stated as a rule, 
"Don't use it unless you need it, then see that it gets 
as much use as it possibly can before it gets recycled." 
Here are our three alternatives: 

1) Don't use - ask yourself, "do I really neea 
this?" Next time someone te/Js you you need some
thing you never needed before, don't believe them. 
Buy in bulk to minimize wasteful packaging, do your 
own canning, use rapid transit and bicycles, walk, 
have less kids, turn off the lights, avoid plastics on 
one-way trips, use cleaner fuels, add insulation to 
your home, don't use bi-metal cans and disposable 
paper products, (realize that disposable culture is 
making the corporations rich and killing the planet 
and take responsibility for your own consumption). 

2) If you must use it, re-use it. If you 
must drive, at least drive a used car with good 
emission control and mileage. Share your newspapers, 
books, and magazines. Buy rebuilt parts. Buy all 
beverages in returnable bottles. Give away things 
that still have use in them. Think of your own 
things to put on this list. 

3/ If all else fails, and you've got it, and you 
need to get rid of it - RECYCLE IT! 

1 The Earth Belongs to the People Ecology Power 

2 The Limits to Growth Club of Rome 

3 Blueprint for Survival by the editors of "The Ecolog[st" 

By Thomas Athanasiou /B.R.C. 

Recycling cuts down on the depletion of virgin 
materials, often conserving energy resources. It can 
serve as a re-introduction to the concept of being 
part of a closed cycle. As an educational device, it 
rapidly shows participants 'that consumers must unite 
to bring about changes in industry. 

THE THIRD WORLD RECYCLING SITE 

Minority communities have historically been 
involved in the "ecological" process: hauling and 
wrecking businesses, second-hand shops, recycling of 
autos, household goods, etc. Now that environmental 
issues have become crucial issues of "public" concern, 
it is necessary to insure that minority people gain 
their rightful place in the new scheme of things to 
come. C.E.S. is a non-profit, tax-exempt organization 
that encourages broad citizen participation in 
creating environmental programs 'that will insure full 
minority involvement and provide economic oppor
tunities for minority communities. 

C.E.S. operates the Third World Recycling Site 
at 2366 San Pablo Avenue as the first step of an 
educational program $pecifica/ly developed to relate 
to the community's perspective of environmental 
issues. 

ananda marga 
The Ananda Marga Weekday Recycling Center 

is opened on Tuesdays and Wednesdays from 10 A.M. 
to 5 P.M. There we are, every week, rain or shine, 
to assist in the people's recycling effort. We say the 
people's recycling effort because each and every one 
of us rea/Jy appreciates what Mother Earth has done 
for us. She feeds, clothes, and shelters us with her 
bounty; yet, she has been 'the victim of ou'trageous 
abuse. Our lives, especially in the city, have become 
far too removed from direct contact wi'th trees 
gardens, fresh air, and streams you can drink 'out of. 
My, it's so easy to forget. Ask a city child where her 
frozen dinner came from! What does 'that have to do 
with the earth? Is that part of the reason folks 
become so desensitized to the earth's needs? Is it 
possible to forget the earth is a living, breathing, 
organism that deserves a whole lot of respect? Mother 
Earth is our primary sustainer. Can we keep ripping 
her off for the sake of convenience and profit? No! 
There must be a way to show her our love and 
appreciation for all she has given us. Yep! That's 
right, consciencious consuming and recycling would 
help to alleviate some of the earth's burdens. It's up 
to us chilluns to do right by Mom. They wouldn"t 
make flrrowaway bottles if we refused to buy them. 
Believe it or not, it's our crusade. Oregon has been 
doing really well with their crusade to help save the 
earth. They've succeeded in outlawing the making 
of throwaway containers. We should all move in this 
direction to raise the consciousness to a level of loving 
care towards out world enough to bring about changes 
of this order. 

This is one of the main motivations of those of 
us who work at 'the Ananda Marga Recycling Center. 
Ecological education is so desparately needed. 
Obviously, if folks knew or gave any thought to the 
atrocities that are committed against planet earth 
they wouldn't stand for it. We're presently working 
in the Berkeley Public School system in 'the hope of 
touching the children - tuning them in to what's 
happening to our environment. It's kind of difficult 
to reach folks when they're older because they're 
often too busy to listen. 

Please come see us any 1uesday or Wednesday 
to recycle, rap, or to get information on free yoga 
classes and artist workshops. We want your support 
and advice on these and any other subjects you'd 
care to discuss. Our center is presently going through 
many changes. We're trying very hard to get more 
organized and improve our City's appearance. Please 
bear wi'th us. Once again - we recycle crushed, clean, 
tin, bi•metal, and aluminum cans, glass with metal 
taken off, bundled newspapers and flattened card
board. 

By Mary Shaughnessy 
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CREA TING A NEW WORK ETHIC 

At some point a while ago, it became evident 
'that if any of our alternative projects were going to 
survive, we were going to have to live off them. A Jot 
of projects had been running on idealism; bringing 
in money added a whole new set of considerations -
the beginning of a process of creating a new, people
oriented, work ethic. 

This is what we, the Berkeley Recycling 
Collective, are now going through. We grew out of 
Ecology Action, who began running a recycling center 
over two years ago. Although they handled money 
selling the recyclable stuff people brought in, they 
were subsidized by a Federal grant when most of us 
first became involved with 'them. During the duration 
of the grant, their money problems didn't stem from 
month-to-month worries. The grant had run out by 
the time we took over last June, however. We were, 
and are, subsidized by the City for trucking and 
extraneous costs; but our salaries come out of what 
we collect each month - individual salaries are 
determined by how many hours a person has worked. 

Because we're all supported by our work in 
the Collective, we all related to it, in part, as a job. 
But none of us want our involvement to be 0 just a 
job" in a usual, alienating sense. What we're constantly 
doing, though we're often not aware of it is con• 
fronting old definitions and expectations

1

of work, 
examining them, and sometimes, creating new ones. 

One of 'the strongest statements our collective 
has to make about what we want a new work ethic to 
be comes from the way we operate. We are a collective 
in the truest sense - no bosses, no underlings, no 
salary differences (everybody gets paid $2.50/hour), 
no divided labor. Sooner or later, everybody does just 
about everything. We meet every two weeks to 
schedule work, discuss problems, take care of the 
dozens of details that go into running the Center. Our 
meetings are long and often tedious, a problem we 
hope to remedy without becoming bureaucratic or 
hierarchic. At the site itself, problems come up -
some people grumbling about others stuffing off or 
not doing something which !hould have been done -
problems which could easily be settled by appointing 
a boss or a manager, a "solution" none of us would 
tolerate. The idea that equal workers make all 
decisions which relate to 'their work is the basis for 
a people-oriented work ethic. 

Equal workers means that work is not divided 
along sex or age line. Men and women in our collective 
shf!re ALL the work. No one is forced to do anv· 
thmg she/he doesn't want to (e.g. cook lunch/ but 
everybody's encouraged to try everything. The people 
in our collective are mostly the same age, but it 
seemed important to me to include the idea since 
both the younger and older people are trea/ed, con• 
descendingly, like imbeciles, in most straight jobs. 

So much for obvious, agreed-on points. From 
here on hassles get more subtle. For though structure 
provides for equality of sexes, tensions between 
women and men come up. The hassles (which put 
many, but not all, of the women and men in conflict) 
center around differing priorities and ideas of how 
work should be viewed. Boiled down, the conflict is: 
people vs. efficiency, an almost stereotypic conflict of 
traditional female vs. traditional male socialization. 
The traditional female perspective is that the most 
important part of the job is how it affects people and 
how they affect it; the traditional male perspective is 
that the most important part of the job is that it gets 
done. Needless to say, the traditional male is the 
perspective which dominates straight jobs (whether 
the boss is a man or a woman), a situation which 

_oppresses everyone except those who own the 
busjness. We "own" our collective. We want our 
recycling work to get done. But it's crucial since we 
want a non-alienating style of work, that the 

traditional female perspective is integrated with the 
male, molded i/1 such a way that new concepts and 
ways of working emerge. For example, there's 
nothing wrong with the concept of efficiency, as long 
as it integrates people - how fast and long people 
can comfortably work and what people's values are 
(e.g. a leader-controlled meeting might be faster but 
totally inefficient in terms of partidpation and 
worker equality). There's nothing wrong with the idea 
of an "objective" work situation - as long as that 
objectivity includes the feelings of 'the people involved, 
and not just the tasks which need to get done. 

Integrating a traditional female perspective also 
changes the way workers relate to each other - how 
we work out personal tensions, how we work and play 
together. We are all aware that our main energy toward 
the collective is to fill out economic, rather than social 
or emotional, needs. Though we like each other, we 
don't want to be a "family". But neither do we want 
alienating, tense relationships. We want a friendly 
work situation which, at least, allows for working out 
tensions, and at most, for friendships to grow. We 
haven't achieved it yet but we've tried some things to 
help, for example, having get•togethers, either of the 
whole group or part of it (e.g. women) for thepur• 
pose of finding out where people are at and dealing 
with possible tensions. The key to tensions is com· 
munication - a dialogue between people who are 
open enough to understand and accept responsibility 
for thed own part in creating 'the conflict. Without 
this understanding, dialogue becomes a series of 
people laying trips on others - which only helps to 
deepen the conflict (a problem we haven't yet worked 
out/. 

One of the easiest ways to lay a trip on someone 
is by demanding, regardless of what a person is feeling, 
that she/he changes to fit an existing strucrure. For 
example, if a person's work·rate is slower than that 
which it must be to fit a schedule, it is laying a trip 
to demand that that person speed up, rather than 
changil1g the schedule, making it possible for them 
to work other times, etc. It frustrates me to hear 
complaints about people when I often see clearly 
t{1at the problem is structure. Many radical groups 
have problems with people not coming to meetings. 
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The typical response is condemning people (or 
disbanding the group}, rather than examining what it 
is about the meeting 'that keeps people away. We 
have no problem with meeting-attehdance (coming 
to meetings is essential to working), but we do have a 
problem with what happens there: some people 
become playful and distract others who are into the 
meeting, some get belligerent and domineering, 
some just withdraw, some need to leave to avoid 
blowing up. Clearly, nothing will be solved by 
demanding attention and participation; something's 
got to be done about the meeting i'tself (we haven't 
figured out what yet). It's easy to create "bad guys", 
people to blame for things being the way they are; it's 
much harder to be flexible and creative enough to 
find new strucrures, new processes which are more in 
tune with how human beings operate. 

All of these points about a traditional female 
perspective may seem obvious on the surface. But all 
of us, men and women, have grown up in a socie'ty 
which denies their validity - the traditional male is 
'the perspective we usually operate from in a job 
situation. For 'these new ideas to become our way of 
life, and not just a way of thought and words, is 
going to take time and struggle fa painful realization 
for those of us who are already impatient). At the 
moment, I feel pretty hopeful. Try me next week. 

By Luba Zarsky 

This article is only a very incomplete attempt 
at a presentation on the state of Solid Waste 
Reduction and Recycling efforts in Berkeley. Because 
of obvious space and attention span limitations we 
could not inculde any of the masses of more specific 
information that we would like to deluge you with. 
We do have leaflets on Recycling, Rerurnable Bottles, 
Alternatives to cans and other wasteful and destruc· 
tive forms of packaging, Composting and many other 
"Ecological Alternatives". You can get them at the 
recycling centers, or choose between them and gobs 
of other books, leaflets, etc. at the Ecology Center, 
2179 Allston Way in Berkeley. 
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ffERfSHOW 
K£CYQfTIN CANS 
pa::c"c• E Most food cans are "tin" - really steel with a tin coating. 
~ { I ~ Pull-top cans with a scam on the side are part tin and part aluminum and 

~RfcC~YiCCJilf !) ::~~t ~~;adily recycled. ~· ~ 
2) REMOVE PAPER LABEL 

3) REMOVE ENDS (but keep with can) 

4) CRUSH CAN (with shod foot) Rf CYC!f BRING TO A BERKELEY RECYCLING CENTER 

REcrQf ALUMINUM CANS 
have a pop-top, no seam on the side and a 
seamless rounded bottom. 

CRUSH ..... then 

FJCYCJE 
Rfct'Cjf 
RtCYClf 

BRING TO A BERKELEY RECYCLING CENTER 
Pop-top cans with a seam on the side, are bi-metal (part tin and part 
aluminum). They are hard to recycle, but if you get stuck with some 
we will accept them, crushed, as a third catagory. 

&Eet'ClfBS•NON·REILL~ABlE BOTQES 
I\ECYC~ WASH OUT ~ ' 
11 C,141.Jrlf REMOVE ANY METAL .,,. 
~\, J\, SUCH AS NECKRINGS OR FOIL N 

SEPARATE COLORS 

RJC\'CJJ BRING TO A BERKELEY RECYCLING CENTER 

lE®f NEWSPAPERS+CORRUGATED CARP.BOARD 
Rfct'C!f n, N,WS,Ae,Rs'" A ,UNDU • re-
1\.EC~C!f NEWSPAPERS ONLY - no magazines or wastepaper 

RJCiQf BRING TO A BERKELEY RECYCLING CENTER 

Returnable Bottles are more ecological than non
returnable 0 throw away" bottles in abovt umpteen 
different ways, mostly having to do wit:h resource 
consumption, energy 1 garbage, and the law of Entropy. 
Much more information is available at the Ecology 
Center. 

The following grocery stores sell several kinds 
of beverages in returnable bottles and will accept 
the bottles back: 

Bay Side Foods Berkeley Market 
2020 San Pablo 2369 Telegraph 

Blue and Gold Cedar Market 
2257 Shattuck 1601 California 

Star Grocery Co-op 
3068 Claremont All Locations 

Family Grocery Franklin Market 
1700 Dwight Way 1531 San Pablo 

Harvel's Grocery Lois Stores 
3200 California 3269 Adeline 

Meckel,,. Grocery Pic-n-Pac 
1843Solano 1294 San Pablo 

Rosmor Foods 
2250Dwight 

RJ~C!E 
~C1C!f 

WE CAN USE ONLY THE ABOVE ITEMS - NO SCRAP METALS 

OLD CLOTHES, PLASTICS ETC. 

~CYCJI 
~l'Q[ 

BRING TO 
GROVE & DWIGHT WAY 

TUES. & WED. 10,00-5,00 

BRING TO 
2366 SAN PABLO AVE. 
FRI. & SAT. 10,00-5,00 

BRING TO 
UNIVERSITY & SACRAMENTO 

SAT. & SUN. 10,00-5,00 

The following liquor stores 'take returable soft drink 
and beer bottles: 

Dutton Liquor Store Grove Liquors 
690 E. 14th, Oakland 2948 Grove 

Gui ton Liquors Ledger Liquor Stores 
299 7 Sacramento 1399 University 

Michael's Bottle Shop Monterey Liquors 
1855 Solano 1590 Hopkins 

New Gilman Liquor Old Corner Liquors 
1330Gilman 1316 Gilman 

St. Helena Wine Co. Weslbrae Liquors 
2101 San Pablo 1277 Gilman ANNOUNCEMENT 
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RENT CONTROL APPOINTMENT STIRS CONTROVERSY 
The three ring circus we affectionately 

know as politics has been in such fine 
form lately - Watergate bursting out of 
the center ring as the best clown show in 
years, liberal tamer Ed Kallgren grooming 
Widener, Hone, Sweeney, and Ramsey in 
the right-hand ring, and the April 
Coalition in the left ring trying to prove 
it's still there - that few people have 
given much attention to the appointment 
of Dan Siegel as Administrative Director 
of the Berkeley Rent Control Board. 

To review for a moment, the people 
now known as the Berkeley Rent Control 
Board ran as a slate - the Berkeley Five 
- in the January 23 Rent Control Board 

... keep 
on 

k • ' true 1n 
Question from A.L. Oakland: I took 

my 1965 Ford van to a garage because it 
was making horrible squeaking sounds. 
The mechanic said I would have to 
replace the lifters and the rocker arm 
assembly at a cost of $ 100. What's your 
advice? 

Answer: It's hard for me to advise you 
because I have never seen your van, but 
here are some possibilities: The hydraulic 
lifters in your engine no longer pump oil 
up through the push rods to lubricate the 
rocker arm assembly. The result is the 
rocker arms run dry and produce heat 
and squeaks. You can try to get the lifters 
to pump by pouring one or another of 
the bottles of magic which are sold at gas 
stations and auto parts stores tO free 
sticking valves and lifters. If that doesn't 
work and it most likely won't, you can 
replace the lifters yourself. 

If you have a full sized Ford 6 in your 
van you will notice a cover or plate on 
the block on the distributor side. Remove 
that cover. Remove the rocker arm cover 
and remove the adjusting nuts for each 
rocker arm which appears to be dry of 
oil. It's possible that only a few of the 
rocker arms are malfunctioning. On some 
models you can probably just replace the 
washer below the rocker arm rather than 
the whole assembly. On those rocker 
arms which are dry, remove the push rod 
and pull out the lifter. Replace each lifter 
with a new one coated with grease. Install 
the push rods and rocker arms and adjust 

elections. Sponsored largely by realtors, 
they ran an "anti-radical" campaign in 
the hills, 0atlands, and West Berkeley, 
and an imitate-and-confuse campaign 
around campus. It was expected, then, 
that they would appoint possibly a 
liberal, but probably an "anti-radical" as 
their administrative director. 

SURPRISE 
To everyone's surprise, however, they 

appointed Siegel. Siegel, a Boal! Hall Law 
School graduate and past president of the 
Associated Students of the University of 
California, won fame as a Berkeley radical 
in the .P~ople's Park riots. He was indicted 
for "inciting to riot" and acquitted. 

the valves. Then replace the side cover 
(don't tighten it too tight), and the 
rocker arm cover. 

Question from S.D. Oakland: last winter 
we had anti-freeze put in our car. Do we 
have to take it out now that the weather 
has changed? The car seems to overheat 
on the freeway. Could the anti-freeze 
cause that? Also could you tell me the 
name of a good mechanic, preferably a 
community-type person. 

Answer: Take your car to any gas station 
with a mechanic on duty and have the 
thermostat checked. Or if you want to 
check it yourself: first make sure the car 
is cold, like first thing in the tnorning. 
Start the car and open the hood. Put your 
hand on the upper radiator hose (it will 
t,e cold). If the thermostat is working 
properly, that hose will be warm to the 
touch within ten minutes. If the 
thermostat is stuck open, it will take 
twice that long to get warm. If the 
thermostat is stuck closed, that hose 
won't get hot at all. Usually if a car 
overheats, it is not the fault of the 
anti-freeze. At any rate, a mixture of ½ 
water to ½ anti-freeze is fine for summer 
driving. 
l'll be glad to recommend a mechanic to 
you. Send a stamped self-addressed card 
to me plus the year and make of your car, 
otherwise I can't be of much help. 

P.O. Box 274, Berkeley, Ca. 94701 

So when the Berkeley Five (known to 
those who hear what they say and see 
what they do as the "Jive Five") chose 
Siegel as their chief officer, their 
constituency was upset, to put it mildly. 
What they will do about it, with their 
ever growing majority on the City 
Council, remains to be seen. 

LEFT REACTION 
But Siegel's appointment also raises 

some important questions for the Left in 
Berkeley. To what extent can socialists 
effect change, even when working with a 
law with as much anti-capitalist potential 
as the rent control law, when they are 
employed by capitalists? How can the 
present situation be best used to facilitate 
organizing around housing? These 
questions have been the focus of major 
discussions in the Berkeley Tenants 
Organizing Committee (BTOC) and 
among others concerned about the Left 
in Berkeley. 

Those who say socialists should take 
jobs with the Rent Control Board see a 
number of possible advantages for the 
Left in such action. They believe radicals 
can push for the maximum possible 
enforcement of the law. And since 
radicals need jobs as badly as anyone else, 
working for the Rent Control Board 
(RCB) gives the Left an opportunity to 
earn a living and do political work at the 
same time. 

Advocates of working with the Board, 
or as they prefer to state it, of working 
for tenants and being paid by the RCB, 
say that taking those jobs would give 
radicals a chance to infuse their politics 
into the workings of the Board. They cite 
Siegel's appointment as proof that 
radicals can expect to get some jobs if 
they apply, and they see Siegel's power to 
hire and to recommend policy to the 
Board as power worth having. 

WHOSE POWER? 
Many people are skeptical of this 

reasoning. They don't believe Siegel or 
any other RCB employee will be able to 
exert any power in behalf of tenants 
beyond what the RCB chooses to allow. 
They argue that the fact that the RCB 
members' campaign was financed by 
landlords answers any questions about 
where the RCB stands. 

If this analysis is correct, then time 
spent working for the Board is time 
wasted, for at best the RCB will take the 
good programs radicals put forward, 
prostitute them, eliminate all radical 
political content, and take credit for 
whatever's left. Such actions would be 
consistent with the way the way the RCB 
ran its campaign for office and are typical 
of how liberals coopt radical movements. 

How effective radicals can be while 
working for the RCB is still unclear. 
Siegel's appointment, however, has raised 
two further questions. First, progress 

toward socialism can be made only if 
people struggle collectively. The decision 
of Siegel, as well as the other radicals who 
didn't get the job, to apply for the post 
of Administrative Director was made 
without the direct participation of BTOC, 
whose members have been active in the 
struggle around housing in Berkeley for 
years. Not consulting BTOC as a group 
and not requiring discussions such as 
those that have gone on since Siegel's 
appointment before he ever took the job 
sets a poor precedent for radicals who 
want to work for the RCB. 

SALARIES 
A second issue is salaries. Siegel was 

hired for $ I ,600 a month. There is no 
question that anyone living an alternative 
lifestyle has no need, and would have no 
desire, for $1,600 a month. Furthermore, 
it seems obvious that the way radical 
politics will raise money in the next few 
years is from the collective contributions 
of those who have it to give. 

This fact must not bi as obvious as it 
seems, or one would expect any radical 
who took a job with the RCB to decide 
with BTOC what money would go to Left 
organizations. That has yet to happen 
with the RCB's first radical appointee. 

Of course, should the RCB take 
extremely pro-landlord stands on major 
issues - rent adjustments and evictions, 
to name two - all self-respecting radicals 
will probably quit in a week. If that 
happens, Siegel won't have to decide how 
much of his salary to share, the debate 
over radicals working for the Board will 
be moot, and BTOC will be able to move 
on to new projects. 

Some underground bookmakers set 
the date of the RCB's expected sellout of 
tenants as June 17-24, al six to one odds; 
odds are two to one for July-August and 
one to five for November. One bookie, 
Red Emma, isn't giving odds. She says it's 
already happened! 

-Les Hoffman 

BTOC RESPONDS 

Although Les Hoffman used lo be a 
member of BTOC, his article does not 
represent BTOC's position on the RCB 
and Dan's appojntment. BTOC collective
ly decided that it might be possible to 
accomplish important goals as employees 
of RCB without compromising our 
politics. We hope that people working for 
the RCB will be able to support those 
tenants who are organizing to take 
control of their housing. 

Nevertheless, BTOC does recognize the 
limits of such a position and will not 
allow any member's jobs to stand ahead 
of accomplishing our basic demands. 
Similarly, BTOC has established guide
lines on expected contributions and is 
satisfied with Dan's behavior so far. 

~coI11Inun1ty announc~ment5a 
SEE THE CITY COUNCIL WOMEN'~ REFUGE 

OR HEAR IT, LIVE, ON KPFB PERSONNEL HEARING The Women's Refuge in Berkeley is a BOOKBINDING 
See the new City Council in action, At the insistence of Berkeley women 24-hour emergency shelter for women 

every Tuesday, at City Council Chambers, the City Council will conduct a hearing and children. We charge 50 cents a night 
Grove and Center Streets. For exact Wednesday, May 23 , at ?: 30 p.m. in the for a bed, 2 meals and supportive 
meeting times, call the City Clerk, counseling and therapy. We try to provide 
644 -6480. Hall of Justice to investigate the reasons an alternative to the exploitation of 

for the city's failure to implement 
Or hear the Council action broadcast, Berkeley's affirmative action policy for 

live, by KPFB radio, 89.3 on your FM women. Data collected and published in a 
radio dial. recent affirmative action report by Larry 

To work on issues coming before the Williams, the city's Personnel Director, 
City Council, call the Council offices of indicate that women have made only a 
Loni Hancock or Ying Lee Kelley, 1% gain from last year. Ethnic minorities 
841-0370 or 549-0816. Some issues show a representation of 33% in total city 
coming up soon are: affirmative action, career employee jobs. While women make 
job restructuring, use of Berkeley's $2.29 up 5 I% of Berkeley's population they 
million share of Revenue Sharing funds. comprise only 26% of the work force. 

BERKELEY WOMEN'S CENTER Moreover 75% of the male city employees 

Social, economic, legal counselling; 
rapping, information and referral. All 
volunteer staff. Y.W.C.A., 2134 Allston 
Way, Berkeley / 5484343 

earn a monthly salary above the median 
of $800 per month, whereas 75% of the 
female city employees earn below the 
median salary, with the largest cluster 
around $600 per month. 

women. 
The Women's Refuge is not funded 

and we depend on volunteers to help 
keep the refuge running. Our space is 
donated by the YWCA. We survive 
through community support. Women of 
all races and nationalities use our 
facilities. These women often stay on to 
help other women explore possible 
alternatives to the traditional roles 
assigned to them. 
ANNOUNCING BERKELEY HILLS 
CO-OP DAY CAMP for children from K 
through Grade 2. June 25-Aug. 3, $65. 
Program includes crafts, music, science, 
field trips, swimming at Lake Anza. Call 
Cathie Nelson 8454165. 

Instruction in the venerable craft of 
Hand-Bookbinding is offered by CAPRI
CORNUS, 6221 Hollis Street, Emeryville. 

Registrations are now being accepted 
for Summer and Fall Quarters. 

Capricornus is open by appointment 
only, for further information please 
phone 658-7930. 

BERKELEY FEMINIST 
COUNSELING COLLECTIVE 

We are a bunch of women who have a 
variety of skills including gestalt, body 
work, role playing, plain rapping, etc. We 
are interested in sharing our skills and 
consciousness in our work with women. 
We offer one-to-one counseling and 
groups. Fees negotiable. Phone 843-6 I 94. 
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COALITION FUTURE-FIVE VIEWPOINTS 
On this page Grassroots presents a 

series of short interviews with Coalition 
workers. They are: Bill Sokol, Veronika 
Fukson, E. Woo, and Cynthia George. 
The following questions were asked of all 
of them: What do you think of the 
outcome of the elections in relation to 
I) The Coalition campaign and its 
internal problems (such as the Miller 
endorsement controversy); 2) The Berke• 
ley Four campaign: 3) The political 
situation in Berkeley? Is there a future 
for the Coalition as an ongoing 
organization, and if so, how do you 
envision the functions and lhc structure 
of this organization? 

In a separate interview, the same 
questions were asked of Rick Brown. 

E. Woo was a member of the Coalition 
Principles of Unity Committee and work
ed with Ying Kelley in her cam ai n. 

BERKELEY 4 TACTICS 

In order to understand the 
failure of the Coalition, perhaps we 
should review the strategy used by the 
Berkeley Four. Two points struck me 
most: first, were the scare tactics -
takeover by the radicals, etc. Secdnd, 
they stressed that there are three 
Coalition members already on the 
Council. I think they purposely labeled 
the existing three as one group, which I 
don't think is fair or correct. In terms of 
the political situation I think there was 
too much COJphasis on the flatlands and 
student population. Unfortunately they 
did not turn out as expected. 

NEIGHBORHOODS 
Insofar as the future of the Coalition is 

concerned, I think the emphasisshould be 
placed in the neighborhoods, if we are 
looking not only for future success in the 
elections, but also for an ongoing 
organization. Our success will also depend 
on the work and performance done by 
Ying Kelley and Loni Hancock two years 
hence. 

2-LEVEL STRUCTURE 

A structure is needed, but in order to 
be flexible it should probably have two 
levels. The first level would be 
neighborhood representatives who would 
consistently provide the input to the 
second le_veL a group of individuals with 
defined functions. Both levels must be 
concerned with how to make the 
government work better for the people. 

Bill Sokol worked in the Coalition cam
paign on the press committee. 

NICE GUYS FINISH LAST 

On the campaign: No biting and 
scratching 

" ... we pushed hard, but ... we 
weren't on the attack of the Berkeley 
Four enough. Ying is a very decent 
person, and finds it difficult to attack 
them. Margot is just too nice, too decent 
and too upstanding to really kick shit out 
of Ramsey; Lennie was so busy trying to 
look respectable that he didn't want to be 
this big attacking person, and Peter is just 
this kind of nice young kid. We ended up 
with a combination of four candidates 
who weren't kicking ass. Our whole 
campaign was· informed by an effort to 
say 'we will do this, and we will do that; 
which comes across like politicians' 
promises." 

NEW SUPPORT 

Where do we go for new voters? Hunting 
in the hills is poor. 

" ... our basic support is in the Black 
Community and in the racially mixed 
flatlands. Berkeley students are now 
basically white middle class, professions
oriented, self-interested and apolitical. 
Don't forget them, but don't depend on a 
75% student vote." 

"I look forward to the day when 
Berkeley has a left and a right rather than 
a left, right and black. We have to build 
Coalition politics of the sort Dellums 
talks about where people ally and 
coalesce on the basis of their interest, not 
race." 

"If there's going to be left politics in 
Berkeley, consistent, constant communi
ty organizing must continue, and the 
needs of the people brought to the City 
Council. If you perceive yourself as a 
radical, a person of the ieft, is the place 
to be in the next two years local City 
Council electoral politics? Nationally, this 
is a time of reaction and an economy 
going downhill. Watergate may prove an 
opening for the right - an opportunity to 
grab more power. The left has lost the 
national arena to operate in for the next 
few years. ·We live ina new gilded age, an 
ugly age, when corruption, criminals, 

been left, like in neighborhoods, do 
understand that their interests are left. 
The Berkeley Black Caucus's reason for 
existence is to build a left Black base in 
Berkeley, and we saw the campaign as a 
base for talking about what we believe as 
Black people. We generated a lot of 
conversation in the community. We had a 
successful campaign and we do believe we 
can be even more successful and that's 
why we're beginning to work right away. 

Of course, the Black Caucus has yet to 
discuss whether it is going to relate. to the 
April Coalition after the election. Are 
Black people really that much in need of 
having a student base, a white left 
movement, to legitimize and validate 
those things that we would do in our own 
community? That's a question that we 
have to ask ourselves before we can 
decide whether to have any ongoing 
relationship with the Coalition. 

Some people have more of a stake or a 
claim to the Coalition than others. I think 

rC_y_n_th-ia-G-eo_r_g_e_w_o_r_k-ed_w_i-th-th_e_B_la_c_k,. it's very obvious that the kinds of 
programs the April Coalition and left 

Caucus on Margot Dashiell's campaign. progressive groups in Berkeley are talking 
She was also a member of the Principles about are more directly related to people 

rule America. The only -place for radicals 
is with the people at the community 
level, looking towards a time when 
Americans will be politicized. In Berkeley 
local politics means City Council politics. 
We have to control the City Council so 
we can allocate the economic resources 
for people's needs. 

•o_f_U_n_it_y_c_o_m_m_it_te_e_. ______ __. who live in west and south Berkeley. And 

BLACK COMMUNITY 
VOTING SLATE 

It's been said that the Black Caucus is 
going to have to educate its community 
to vote non-racially, but results in the 23 
precincts that are 75% or more Black 
indicate that they are voting slate . ,. 
They are no longer committed to voting 
for someone who is just Black. lt's true 
that there is a hold-over from years past 
for Sweeney, but it's also obvious that in 
some precincts our entire rCoalition 
out-polled everybody else and in other 
precincts the Berkeley 4 slate out-polled 
the Coalition. 

We have to talk about the Berkeley 
right and left and to include the Black 
community as an integral part of that 
division . . . We have to reassess our 
decision that our community can only be 
delivered by black people. Work in our 
community can be done by people who 
are not black, but not in the absence of 
people who are black. 

THE BLACK CAUCUS 
AND THE COALITION 

This campaign was the biggest threat 
yet to the conservatives in Berkeley 
because this campaign was truly a 
coalition. In spite of internal problems we 
did come out with some very strong 
personal and political alliances among left 
people in Berkeley. People who had never 

that is not a student community, and it is 
not a white community either. 

DECENTRALIZATION 
There's a predictable consequence if 

the Coalition were strictly decentralized 
in communities, working through 
neighborhood organizations. The major
ity of the April Coalition would be 
centralized in North Berkeley and South 
Campus areas continuing to work in 
communities that are obviously not 
directly related to the programs the April 
Coalition put forth. 

I don't understand how neighborhood 
decentralization is really going to insure 
that the community that's most in need 
of being organized and most in need of 
progressive changes in the city is really 
going to be affected, much less 
represented. 

Before the campaign we began to deal 
positively and fruitfully with certain 
problems, to talk about sexually and 
racially balanced representation in the 
Coalition as opposed to a kind of open 
community participation. I think we are 
going to have to go back and pick up 
some of the struggle that we were into 
prior to the campaign, and continue that 
as part of the Coalition process, as part of 
an ongoing process of left organizing in 
Berkeley. 

Veronika Fukson was considered a 
possible Coalition candidate for the City 
Council. She has been active in 
neighborhood work and the women's 
movement. 

One of the biggest problems the 
Coalition faced was money; the Coalition 
didn't have the money that the Berkeley 
Four had. The Berkeley Four distorted 
the issues; so that instead of the issue 
being the programs and the way people 
voted on the City Council, the radicals 
became the issue. The proposals that 
passed were Coalition programs. That 
says that the people of Berkeley were 
interested in the Coalition programs 
without realizing that the Coalition 
helped write them. 

CONSTITUENCY 
The second big problem was that the 

Coalition did not recognize its 
constituency. Students today have not 
been radicalized with teargas. They are 
apolitical and professions oriented. Our 
natural constituency is the people who 
live in the flatlands. Hopefully, having 
two Coalition women on the Council will 
draw more women into the movement. A 
number of Coalition people live in the 
hills and did not help in this campaign. 
Old Coalition members have been turned 
off and we should try to get them back. 
We need people from all over Berkeley 
who share our political perspective. 

FUTURE 
The future for the Coalition is not 

perhaps an organization named exactly 
the April Coalition. During this campaign, 
neighborhood people and neighborhood 
organizations came into the Coalition to 
try to get our four people elected. If we 
want to get people elected in two more 
years, the Coalition should blend into 
ongoing neighborhood organizations. 
People working with Loni Hancock and 
Ying Kelley in a collective can speak for 
the Coalition. 

Rick Brown, a Coalition candidate for 
City Council in 1971 is currently doing 
!community organizing around health care 
rissues. 

There were several things that hurt the 
Coalition's support. First, the rift 
between the Coalition and Bailey and 
Simmons made many voters cynical 
about our unity and our ability to choose 
candidates who will remain responsible to 
our base. More important was the 
Berkeley 4's aping of our program while 
calling themselves the "responsible" 
candidates who can "get the job done." 
Some voters didn't realize that we were 
the people who developed and initiated 
the programs they thought were 
progressive, and others felt there wasn't 
enough difference to make them excited 
about either slate. 

Overall we ran too defensive a 
campaign. We failed to demonstrate why 
the Berkeley 4 would not implement our 
programs. We were too timid about 
drawing the connections between the 
Berkeley 4 and the Chamber of 
Commerce's interests. Publicly defending 
Lenny from Miller's attack would have 
differentiated us from the Berkeley 4's 
expedient coalition, helped bind us 
together as an organizational force and 
demonstrated some independence from 
the state Democratic party. The attitude 
that we should not risk "offending people 
to our right" reflects the defensiveness of 
the campaign and its failure to enthuse 
enough of our base (and especially its left 
portion) to enable us to win. 

COALITION FUTURE 
Because we've had no on-going contact 

with our base over the past two years, to 
many people the Coalition is an 
election-time public relations fiction
something they read about from time to 
time but have little personal contact with. 
Many people. including our base in the 
student, black, Asian, and white hill and 

continued on p. 13 



The grape strike and boycott is on 
again. Currently, of the grape growers 
who were the first to sign with the Farm 
Workers in 1970, 85% have signed new 
contracts with the Teamsters and 
dropped their contracts with the Farm 
Workers. They are saying that the 
Teamsters represent their workers even 
though these workers have been under 
Farm Workers contract for two years. 
Two weeks ago, 12,000 farmworkers in 
the Coachella Valley voted-no contract, 
no work. Growers refused to negotiate 
and didn't even offer a counter proposal 
on wages. 

The contract expired Friday, April 14, 
and the strike was on by the I 6th. 330 
picketers were arrested for breaking the 
growers' injunction. The following 
Friday, everyone was let out of jail; and 
the injunction was declared illegal 
because no one was ever informed that 
the injunction was on in the first place. 

GOON CLAUSE 
For the first time the injunction 

carries a goon clause to prevent people 
from coming for the sole purpose of 
harrassing picketers. Los Angeles 

Teamsters were hired to harrass workers , 
and lacking enough rank and ftle 
Teamsters, a motorcycle gang from Los 
Angeles was brought in to intimidate 
workers. With the new goon clause, the 
gang was relieved of a lot of hoses and 
guns. 

STRIKE EFFECTIVE 
The strike has been effective. They are 

planting now in Coachella Valley; and 
where there would have been 200 
workers. there are 25 scabs. 

Two of the largest growers, Lionel 
Steinberg ( I 5% of the grapes in the 
Coachella Valley) and Larson have signed 
with the Farm Workers. There is a small 
supply of union-picked grapes, and the 
Co-op has agreed to carry union grapes 
from Steinberg. 

The growers are watching to see if the 
Coachella Valley grapes move. Don't buy 
grapes, don't eat grapes, and check stores 
for scab grapes. If you can help the Farm 
Workers, call 534-3910. Full-time help 
will be needed over the summer. 

-Bob Purcell 
United Farm Workers Organizing 

Committee 

YING AND LONI NEED HELP 
There is presently a great need for 

people to help do research and formulate 
proposals concerning Berkeley problems 
and issues. 

If you would like to help Loni and 
Ying, contact one of the persons listed 
below in an issue area or call the office at 
84!-0370 or 549-08 I 6. 

bailey recall 

As of press time, the Bailey Recall 
Committee has apparently gotten enough 
signatures to hold a special election which 
will decide whether or not D'Army Bailey 
will be recalled. The Coalition has taken a 
position against the recall, but the issue 
doesn't end there. 

The ballot will be in two parts. The 
first will be a simple yes-or-no on recall. 
The second will be an election of a 
replacement, should the recall succeed. 
Radicals will have to give serious thought 
to putting someone on that ballot, even if 
they vote "no" on the recall. 

The conservatives are in an enviable 
position. They can wage a campaign of 
"Vote yes on recall and then vote for 
so-and-so." The Coalition would have to 
say "Vote no on recall, but if it wins, 
vote for this other guy who's good too." 
Not too attractive a prospect, but the 
alternative is to concede the seat to the 
conservatives, if the recall succeeds. 

Then again, maybe most of the signers 
of the recall petition gave their address as 
the Hall of Justice. 

BUDGET: A group is forming to 
research the proposed new city budget 
and develop alternatives that will be more 
reflective of the real needs of Berkeley. 
Contact Lenny Goldberg, 848-5908 or 
Peter Birdsall, 843-8347. 

TRANSPORTATION & TRAFFIC: If 
you would like to do research and work 
on proposals, contact Veronika Fukson, 
524-8336. 

HEALTH: If you are interested in 
working in the health care and mental 
health area, contact Eve Bach, 524-1800. 

LEGAL: Lawyers and law students 
interested in doing research and helping 
with the city's legal battles should get in 
touch with David Mundstock, 849-4610. 

AGING: If you would like to 
participate in a group of old and young 
people working together on the problems 
of seniors, contact Lillian Rabinowitz, 
524-6590. 

NEIGHBORHOOD PRESERVATION 
& HOUSING: If you are interested in 
helping to implement the Neighborhood 
Preservation Ordinance or developing 
related housing policy, contact Neil 
Mayer, 549-065 I 

JOB RESTRUCTURING (part-time 
jobs): Research and organizing to develop 
a concrete, detailed proposal for job 
restructuring, contact Nancy Sellers, 
841-3006. 

This list does not pretend to be 
complete. If you would like to help in an 
issue area not listed, call the offlce at 
84 I -0370 or 549-08 I 6. 

Committed people are needed. On the 
job learning will transform you into an 
expert. 
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PLATT DENIED TENURE 
The School of Criminology at the 

University of California, Berkeley, is 
presently not serving the interests of the 
UC Regents, Reagan and the police 
departments of the State of California. In 
order to serve those interests it woµld be 
necessary for the school to turn out 
willing technicians to run state 
"corrections" facilities, man local police 
agencies, and, in general, be committed 
and willing participants in the viciousness 
of social control under an emerging 
fascist regime. Instead of pouring trained 
administrative criminologists into this 
repressive system, more and more 
students and faculty in the School of 
Criminology are questioning, and 
subsequently challenging, the 
assumptions and practices under which 
the Criminal "Justice" System operates. 

The School of Criminology has, over 
the past two years, become a focal point 
for the contradictions of state repression 
at the University of California. There are 
quite a few socialists among the students 
and a small group of socialist faculty 
members. 

Tony Platt, a professor in the school 
(and himself a socialist) has been 
approved for tenure within the School of 
Criminology, but has had this approval 
rejected by the Privilege and Te!(ure 
Committee of the Academic Senate at the 
University. The grounds for this denial 
are: "uncertainty about the future 
mission and direction of the school" and 
charges of "academic incompetence.,. 
The question of tenure for Tony Platt 

now rests squarely in the hands of 
Chancellor Albert Bowker. This has been 
the case since last fall, when the 
committee mentioned above turned Tony 
down. However, rather than act, fat 
Albert has chosen to sit on his butt and 
remain mum. 

It is true that the future of the school 
is moot at this point, but the charge of 
academic incompetence is a patent lie. 

DENIAL OF TENURE 
Tony is not being denied tenure 

because of questionable scholarship (he 
has written and published two books and 
numerous articles), or because of poor 
teaching (Tony's classes are always 
jammed and students have 
overwhelmingly applauded his concern 
and interest in student needs), or because 
of insufficient University Service. He has 
worked on numerous committees within 
the University. Tony has also admirably 
fulfilled the University requirement for 
community service (another of the bases 
for granting tenure). Like many of us 
Tony was an active member of the 
previous Berkeley-wide fight for 
Community Control of the Police. He is 
now actively working on the campaign 
for the Berkeley Police Iniatives -
numbers 4, 5, 6 and 7. Tony also helped 
organize the Prison Action Conference, a 
weekend workshop that attracted over 
I 000 participants. Tony's involvement in 
these activities is crucial to understanding 
the University's actions against him and 
against the School of Criminology. 

The agencies of Social Control: police 
departments, Departments of Corrections 
(now merged into the State Department 
of Health and Welfare - the new social 
control superagency) etc. are threatened 
by students and professors who call for 
people's control of their own institutions. 
It is for this political reason that Tony 
Platt has been denied tenure. And it is for 
the same political reasons that the School 
of Criminology will not be an 
autonomous academic unit for long. 

THE FUTURE OF 
THE SCHOOL 

While the State is in the throes of a 
monumental fiscal crisis, the cost, 
typically, is being passed on to the 
people. The irrationality of imperial 
spending in capitalist America results in 
the capitalist accounting device of 
rational efficiency (we use this term 
guardedly). Rational efflciency means 
belt-tightening because of supposedly 
scarce resources. What this belt-tightening 
means at the University is the end of the 
School of Criminology as an autonOJ11ous 

unit. The School is to be merged within a 
couple of years into a larger unit -
something like a School of Applied 
Behavioral and Social Sciences. The 
argument is that it will save money. Of 
course such a unit will make a radical 
critique and practice within Criminology 
exceedingly difficult. That is because any 
school of APPLIED sciences denies the 

possibility of theoretical and practical 
criticism. The major assumption 
underlying these applied ''sciences" are 
foregone conclusions. It only remains for 
such a school to turn out the technicians 
who will, in t.+leir professional capacities, 
APPLY repression in all its most 
sophisticated technological and 
bureaucratic forms. 

A new School of Applied Behavioral 
and Social Sciences will be a school for 
the teaching and finance of repression. In 
fiscal I 972 the budget for the Law 
Enforcement Assistance Administration 
was $ I.I 5 billioin. In I 973 ii has been 
upped to $ I. 75 billion - more rational 
efflciency. The LEAA . was formed as a 
result of the Omnibus Crime Control Bill 
(which George McGovern signed), and 
one of its functions is to provide financial 
assistance to those students in 
criminology willing to commit themselves 
to the service of national and local 
repression by working for law 
enforcement agencies. While EOP grants 
and NDEA loans dry up, LEAA money 
becomes more readily available. 
Therefore, criminology students will have 
to work for the State if they can't pay 
tuition. That means, by and large, more 
Third World students from lower income 
brackets will be coerced into being parties 
to repression - otherwise they will not be 
able to attend the University. 

UNIVERSITY RACISM 
For the last year, the positions of 

cultural nationalism and class analysis 
have served to keep Third World and 
White radical students in the School of 
Criminology somewhat distant from each 
other. However, this has changed. 
Apropos the contemplated reorganization 
of the School, a letter was sent 10 the 
Graduate Students in the School of 
Criminology from Sanford Ellberg, the 
Dean of the Graduate Division at the 
University of California, Berkeley. This 
was in regard to a Review Committee 
which is now evaluating the School. One 
portion of the letter reads as follows: "As 
a part of the review of the program, the 
Committee would like to meet with you 
to discuss any matters of concern to you 
that relate to your graduate work at 
Berkeley." The committee mentioned 
was a review committee charged with 
looking at the School in terms of making 
recommendations re: granting a Ph.D. 
and M.A. instead of a D.Crim and an 
M.Crim, and evaluating the School 
generally, with an eye towards 
reorganization. 

Continued on page 15 
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flatland communities, are cynical about 
public relations campaigns and elections. 
They look for something more tangible 
and more continuously visible. 

With the decline of the movement and 
the growing privatization and self-orienta
tion of students and the rest of us, there 
has been a drop in the consciousness on 
which the left electoral politics of Ron 
Dellums and the Coalition had succeeded. 
There are still many who do have that 
involvement, many more who identify 
with radical politics, but they have 
declined as a percentage of the student 
body and the community at large. 

If we continue our efforts to bring 
about "fundamental change," we must 
rebuild the movement that has lapsed. 
Electoral success is based on the existence 
of a strong nonelectoral movement that 
engages in elections as one of its activities 
in presenting its program, growing in size, 
and accumulating power for its continued 
struggle. 
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casper weinherger assaults childcare 
With the comfortable smile of a man 

among friends, HEW Secretary Casper 
Weinberger, the urbane, well-dressed 
guest-of-the-evening took his seat on a 
recent KQED "Newsroom." After a few 
minutes of cordial banter with their 
former KQED colleague, the newscasters 
turned, reluctantly it seemed, to the 
business of questioning Weinberger about 
the Nixon Administration's drastic social 
service cuts. 

Their reluctance was hardly surprising 
in view of the fact that the charming, 

liberal Republican they had known as 
"Cap" when he hosted a show on KQED 
a few short years ago was now being 
referred to across the nation as "Cap the 
Knife"-a reference to Weinberger's 
current role as Nixon's political hatchet 
man in charge of destroying social service 
programs. 

Timidly the newsteam broached the 
subject. Was it true that, under 
Weinberger's tutelage, HEW was writing 
new eligibility guidelines which would 
effectively end federally subsidized child 

care programs in most states? Hogwash, 
said their old friend Cap, claiming that 
the new regulations would actually 
INCREASE the number of children 
eligible for care. But, replied the 
newscasters, that's not what parents and 
child care workers around here are saying. 
That's because they don't UNDER
STAND the guidelines, says Cap. LIAR, 
we parents screamed at the complacent, 
smiling face on our television screens. Oh, 
said the newscasters, moving on to other 
topics. 

QUIET, GONORRHEA AT WORK 
Gonorrhea in women, is usually a 

silent disease until it's very far advanced. 
Between 85% and 90% of women with 
gonorrhea DON'T KNOW they have it. 
Syphilis sores often hide deep inside a 
woman and are painless, so this disease, 
too, in women, often goes unnoticed. 

Now, the number of MEN who don't 
know they have gonorrhea has begun to 
increase also. The State Health 
Department says about 20% of men with 
gonorrhea don't know they have it. There 
are a bunch of theories for why this is 
happening. But the theories don't help 
people with the disease. 

When you consider that untreated 
gonorrhea in men and women can leave 
the person sterile, or with damaged joints 
from a serious arthritic inflammation, or 
with abscesses requiring major surgery (all 
too often, this surgery is hysterectomy, in 
women - removal of the uterus and 
tubes, and sometimes the ovaries, too), or 
with heart problems, you can see what's 
disturbing the Medical Community of the 
Free Clinic. 

With these facts in mind, we've 
adopted a policy of recommending 

regular THREE-MONTH checkups for 
gonorrhea and syphilis for EVERYONE 
... men, women, straight, gay, and bi, as 
one of the FEW ways of putting a halt to 
both diseases. 

Unfortunately, we are ourselves too 
overloaded to test everyone who needs to 
be tested. We are offering tests for both 
diseases to every patient we see during 
Clinic hours. When there are enough 
people working during the day, we will 
check as many people who show up as we 
can. 

And for those of you whom we can't 
squeeze in one way or the other, the 
following placed offer free V.D. testing 
and treatment: 

Berkeley City Health Dept 
830 University 845-0197 
George Jackson Free Clinic 
3236 Adeline 653-2534 
West Berkeley Health Center 
830 University 644-6939 
Student Health Service at Cowell for 

University students will do. For other 
places to go, call Free Clinic 
Switchboard: 548-2570. 

So, if you're feeling OK, get a checkup 

IPrevent-ive 

every 3 months. And if you develop pain 
or burning when you urinate, a drip or a 
change in discharge, or a sore in your 
mouth or genitals, GET A CHECKUP 
IMMEDIATELY. We're recommending a 
gonorrhea culture and a VDRL blood test 
for syphilis as the quickest tests to have 
done. 

Remember - you only give or get VD 
from people you're close to. Set your 
OWN clap trap! For the People's 
Strength. 

Berkeley Free Clinic 
2339 Durant Ave. 

Berkeley/ 548-2570 

And so it goes, the big child care lie, 
uttered for the umpteenth time by 
perhaps the most powerful man remain
ing in the Nixon Administration. The 
magnitude of Weinberger's mendacity is 
perhaps best revealed by a look at the 
new HEW guidelines issued May l st. 

Like their predecessors, they continue 
to limit federal child care services solely 
to "former, present or potential" welfare 
recipients who are enrolled in approved 
work or training programs. Translated 
from bureaucrateze, this means that child 
care is viewed as a convenience to the 
state in reducing its welfare population 
rather than as a service oriented to the 
needs of children. What is distinct about 
the new guidelines, however, is the way in 
which they virtually eliminate an already 
pitifully narrow range of child care 
services. For example, the new guidelines: 
• cut off funds entirely for all pre-school 

(parent nursery) programs. (In 
Berkeley, over 500 children are 
currently in these programs.) 

• deny federal funds to any program run 
by churches, schools or universities 
who raise the required 25 percent 
"local share" of their budgets from 
"private sources" (as opposed to 
"public" sources like city councils, 
school boards, state government), and 
who wish to care for the children of 
their own members. (The ASUC Child 
Care Center which gets part of its 
funding from student fees will become 
ineligible for federal funds because it 
cares for the children of ASUC 
members. Think about THAT one.) 

• cut off funds for all migrant child care 
programs at the end of I 973. 

• Make student parents attending a 
four-year college or graduate school 
INELIGIBLE for childcare. 

Continued on page 15 
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--WEINBERGER ASSAULTS CHILDREN--
continued from p. 14 
• Make county welfare departments 

rather than directors of child care 
centers responsible for determining 
eligibility for child care. (Like most 
counties in California, Alameda's 
Welfare Department is already 
critically short of staff and is unlikely 
to take on the burden of yet greater 
responsibilities. By passing the buck to 
overburdened county welfare depart• 
ments, the federal government can 
functionally end child care services.) 

• deny child care to otherwise eligible 
"potential" welfare recipients who 
have more than ''$600 in liquid 
assets." (i.e., student parents who save 
over $600 from a summer job, will be 
ineligible for child care. as would a 
family receiving over $600 in an 
insurance settlement.) 

• apparently redefines the income 
ceilings to "gross" rather than "net" 
earnings, which effectively reduces the 
amount of money a parent can earn 
and still be eligible for child care. 
A preliminary estimate by the 

California Assembly Ways and Means 
Committee indicates that under the new 
HEW guidelines, 90 percent of the 
children presently cared for in campus 
children centers, 80 percent of the 
children in parent nursery programs, and 
50 percent of parents in community 
children center programs will become 
INELIGIBLE for federally-funded 
programs. So much for "Cap's" increase 
in child care services. 

When Weinberger first released 
eligibility guidelines last February 16, 
parents and child care workers across the 
nation marched and rallied in protest. 

·Weinberger admitted to receiving over 
10,000 letters decrying the cutbacks 
ensuing from the new child care rules, 
and as a result of this and other pressure, 
promised to rethink the regulations and 
issue yet newer guidelines in May. 

Elated at the breathing spell Wein
berger's "rethinking" of the guidelines 
offered, but confident that it represented 
nothing more than a temporary stay of 
execution, those of us concerned with 
child care in California focused our 
energies on Sacramento, urging the state 
to assume responsibility for funding child 
care programs. 

The child care issue was picked up by 
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the Speaker of the Assembly (and 
gubernatorial candidate) Bob Moretti, 
one of the most powerful wheelers and 
dealers in Sacramento. In March, when it 
appeared that the new HEW regulations 
would be implemented that month, 
Moretti shepherded a bill through the 
legislature and Reagan's office which 
would have replaced any terminated 
federal child care funds with state monies 
up to the end of the fiscal year (June 30). 

Currently pending is Moretti's AB 
1244, a bill which anticipates federal 
cutbacks and authorizes the state to take 
over federal funding responsibilities for 
currently-operating child care programs. 

As o'r this writing, Moretti's bill has 
several senous flaws. Foremost is its 
failure to recognize child care as a right of 
any child needing care and instead 
continuing to tie child care to 
"approved'' work and training programs 
for welfare re..:ipients. Not only does this 
practice manipulate parents and deny 
child careto MOST children needing it 
(Moretti's own figures indicate that of the 
645,000 children in California who need 
publically-assisted child care, only 40,000 
are being served) but making child care a 
welfare-related program politically iso
lates its constituency and makes child 
care funds vulnerable to substantial 
cutbacks every fiscal year. 

Perhaps more immediately damaging 
than its philosophical failings is a specific 
provision in the bill (section 8) which in 
effect says that the state will allow all 
children currently enrolled in public child 
care programs to remain until they leave 
voluntarily. When they leave, however, 
their place can only be taken by someone 
eligible under the NEW HEW guidelines. 
Since very few people will qualify for 
child care services under the new 
guidelines, child care programs will 
atrophy and eventually have to close 
down. 

In its present form, the Moretti bill 
enjoys little support among child care 
activists-not so much because of its 
philosophical failings, for we understand 
that the battle for univerally-available 
public child care will be a long time in the 
waging-but because of the bill's 
backdoor cooperation with Weinberger's 
latest attempts to kill the limited public 
child care programs that do exist. If 

1'1 
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Section 8 of the bill were to be amended, 
however, the Moretti bill could be 
supported as a first step in the State's 
acknowledgement of its child care 
responsibilities. 

Moretti's gubernatorial hopes make 
him particularly vulnerable to pressure, 
for he can hardly afford to have his 
highly visible child care bill opposed by 
parents. Thus, we are asking everyone 
concerned about the future of child care 
programs in California to write to 
Assemblyman Moretti urging him to 
change the wording of Section 8 of his 
AB 1244 so that state child care funds go 
to currently-operating PROGRAMS and 
not be allocated on the basis of an 
INDIVIDUAL's eligibility (or lack of it) 
under the new HEW guidelines. Moretti's 
address is 721 Capitol Mall, Sacramento, 
95814. 

On the federal level, the Senate 
Finance Committee, chaired by Senator 
Russell Long, is holding public hearings 
regarding social service cutbacks through
out the week of May 15th. Known as the 
"man who runs the Senate" Long has the 
power to influence (i.e., prevent) the 
implementation of child care cutbacks. 
Letters to Long protesting the new HEW 
child care guidelines-particularly on the 
basis that the guidelines will force many 
parents to quit school or work and go 
back on welfare if their child care is 
terminated-are likely to have some 
influence on Long. Reportedly, the only 
thing Long hates more than a 
POTENTIAL welfare recipient is an 
ACTUAL welfare recipient. Long may be 
reached at the Senate Office Building, 
Washington, D.C. 205 I 0. 

by Sheila Daar 

-platt tenure-
continued from p. 13 

Approximately 60 students met with 
this committee on March 15 at 4 pm. 
This was a poor time to meet, being in 
the middle of finals. However, the 
students were concerned enough to 
devote some time to the committee. The 
same cannot be said of the committee. 

After some preliminary probing, the 
committee members, led by Alan Sindler 
from public policy, were forced to 
confront the fact that there were no 
third-world members on that committee. 
This was rather ironic since, in the words 
of a Criminology Students' Association 
memo dated March I 9: "Third-world and 
poor people are overrepresented as 
recipients of the 'services' of the criminal 
justice system." That was a matter of 
concern to the students present. We again 
turn to the CSA memo of 3/19 for a 
further description of what happened: 

"The hasty exit of one committee 
member and the comment by another 
that we were 'wasting time' marked 
the refusaJ of the committee to deal 
with these issues." 

"The students then left." 
Race and class were shown to be 

congruent at this meeting, as 55 or so 
students (third-world and white) walked 
out on the Committee in solidarity. 

That's where things stand now in the 
School of Criminology. 

Union of Radical Criminologists 
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DOWNZONING 
A downzoning effort is now underway 

in the area north of University Ave., 
bounded by Shattuck, Grove and 
Berryman. Petitions which will be 
presented to the city are circulating to all 
residents. After a neighborhood meeting 
announced to all area residents by leaflet, 
R-2 zoning (single family, duplexes, and 
small apartment structures) became our 
goal. 

The neighborhood's present R-2a 
through R-5 zonings permit a great 
incentive for developers to build 
high-intensity, high-rise, high-rent, and 
usually esthetically unappealing 
structures, often by deniolishing sound, 
attractive, older buildings housing 
low-income people. There are also five 
schools for young children in the area 
and a large number of neighborhood 
children as well - so traffic congestion 
caused by further overcrowding will be 
extremely hazardous. We have received 
the endorsement of the heads of Whittier 
Elementary and Hedge Schools, with 
other endorsements forthcoming. 

But to protect housing on Grove St., 
we want it also downzoned to R-2. This 
will not prohibit small commercial 
enterprises where there are now 
commercial structures, but will 
necessitate Use Permits (and public 
hearings) on future uses. 

There is little doubt that our area is a 
prime target for redevelopment because 
of its proximity to UC, downtown 
Berkeley, and BART. Because of present 
zoning it is possible for many of our one 
and two family homes to be replaced by 
6-story multiple dwelling complexes or 
worse. This must stop! The recent 
successful downzonings in other 
neighborhoods (Westbrae; Flatlands -
bounded by Grove, University, Dwight. 
and Sacramento; and SUDS 
Sacramento, Dwight, University, San 
Pablo) give us much encouragement. 

Contact Karen Weingrow 
at 841-4121 for information. 
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CONSERVATIVE CITY~1..C{tUNCIL CAPERS 
A record-breaking 11 hour marathon concerned that we hire independent I, ~l way around tlus by movmg to table the 

City Council meeting that lasted until counsel." Ramsey was confident. though, _.. ~.,. motion then on the floor, which only 
5: IO a.m. Wednesday, May 8-9 allowed that McCullum could "vigorously and I ~ • lakes 5 votes. 
several glimpses of what we may expect competently prosecute the case." WIDENER VS. LABOR 
from this Berkeley 5 dominated Council WOMEN IGNORED BY Shortly after 3 a.m., the Council got 
over the next two years. AFFIRMATIVE ACTION to an agenda item, proposed by Widener, 

The meeting started for Council At 9:00 sharp the Council stopped to change the May 15 meeting to 
members at 6:00 p.m. Tuesday in an their business to begin the discussion on Wednesday, May 16, so that Council 
executive session, to discuss appoint- Affirmative Action scheduled for that members who wished to could attend the 
ments to Council Committees and liaison hour. Members of the Women's League of California Cities. The League is 
members to Boards and Commissions. Affirmative Action Union, an organi- • a very conservative group, which lobbies 
They adjourned to regular session at 8:40 zation of city employees, made a •I----• against progressive legislation in Sacra-
- an hour and ten minutes fate. presentation claiming the city's Affirma- mento and is especially anti-labor. In past 

The first indication of what might be a tivc Action program was being ignored as years, labor groups have requested that 
general attitude towards D'Army Bailey's it relates to women. However, the Berkeley drop its League membership, 
place on the council came in the Berkeley Berkeley 5 majority is making a strenuous and Loni has made that motion in budget 
5 choices for the important Council effort to stick to scheduled time slots on sessions. Widener has voted wtth the 
Committee on Appointments. This the Council agenda (though they did start Council radicals to oppose League 
Committee of 4 Council members late), and the two hours allotted to the membership, but 5 conservative votes 
recommends whom the full Council issue were up before the City's Personnel have kept Berkeley in the League. This 
should appoint to all the city's Boards Director and Affirmative Action Officer, time, Loni moved that the Council drop 
and Commissions. Larry Williams could respond and before League membership, rather than changing 

APPOINTMENTS COMMITTEE any council discussion could take place. its meeting dates. Her motion was tabled 
LEAVES BAILEY OUT The Berkeley S defeated a motion by by the Berkeley S, with Widener claiming 

This year's members of the Loni to extend the Affirmative Action that he would consider the League 
Appointments Committee are Sweeney, discussion to mldnight, and instead question during the budget hearings. Carl 
Hone, Ramsey and Kelley. As Bailey said scheduled another special meeting on What vicious criminal is this anned police- Jaramillo, from the Central Labor 
in a speech protesting these appoint- Affirmative Action for Wed. May 16, and man pursuing? A female shophfter who Council, had weathered the Council 
ments, any fair cross section of the time on May 22, from 8:00 to 9:00 to escaped apprehension by a plainclothes- meeting from 7:30 p.m. until 3:00 a.m., 
council would include at least Bailey or continue a discussion on a case involving man for stealing from a Shactuck Avenue and was so angry at this affront that he 
Simmons on such a committee. But the the complaint of a woman city employee, store, according to a Sfreetvendor who stalked out of the mezting and slammed 
Berkeley 5 voted down his motion to Helena Dorsey. observed the action in May. The suspect the Council chambers door so hard he 
make up the Commitlee of Kelley, "PUBLIC MEETING" STARTS AT II P.M. escaped, and a cordon of police went after sent plaster flying. 
Bailey, Hone and Ramsey, and they also Then at 11 :00 p.m. the Council her. photo by Mary Blodgett One other interesting event brought on 
defeated a motion by Ying to have the started the long trek through the agenda by this proposal was a new slant on an 
full council appoint members to boards which was to take them until 5 a.m. The Berkeley 5's enthusiasm for old council scene. Council-watchers can 
and commissions by turn. Apparently A meeting being conducted between vigorously upholding the voters• desires, recall many occasions upon which Bailey 
they have decided to blatantly write off the hours of I a.m. and 5 a.m. could as expressed through the initiatives on held simultaneous conversations with 
representation by Bailey and they have the hardly be called a public meeting. (KPFB election day, waned in the secrecy of the Widener or Kallgren. This issue involved 
votes to do it. It remains to be seen how has to leave the air at I :00 even if there early morning hours. This might Ramsey and Kelley in a simultaneous 
much opportunity they will give Ying to are individuals hearty enough to want to especially interest the 4600 people who debate on the merits of hearing Mr. 
appoint people from the Coalition listen at that time.) However, some of the voted for a police policy review board Jaramillo, as they spoke into their 
constituency to commissions. most interesting personal interactions and for the Berkeley 4. About l :30 a.m. microphones, for about a minute, at the 

ACLU ATTORNEY HIRED between Council members often come at the Council discussed a Consent Calendar same time on this subject. 
TO DEFEND BMI these late hours, as weariness begins to motion by Loni to commit Council BRA GETS ITS WAY 

During the Executive Session, the overtake tact. Sometimes these meetings members to make appointments to the By 4 a.m. the council reached an 
Council also voted to hire Paul Halvonick, end with nine bitchy people snapping at Police Review Board by June I, so that agenda item on the Redevelopment 
former ACLU staff attorney, to defend each other, and sometimes they turn the Board can begin meeting in June. The Agency _asking approval of their general 
the city in legal challenges to the more into a close-knit private discussion Council has received a letter from the relocation plan. Bailey launched into a 45 
Berkeley Marijuana Initiative. Explaining including the staff and even the few attorney for Mr. Robert Brown of minute nit-picking, grueling, cross 
the decision, Ramsey said, "Politically, stragglers in the audieiice. This particular Berkeley, threatening possible legal action examination of director Thomas Cooke, 
there has been a great deal of discussion meeting had a little of each. if the council moves to enact the and this writer fell asleep. After letting 
of whether we, as a council, are fully As the hours crept toward early initiative providing for this board. On the Bailey finish, the Council majority passed 
behind the (BM!) ordinance." (Sec BMI morning, Ying Kelley showed an amazing basis of that letter, they postponed Loni's the BRA plan and proceeded to the last 
story. in this issue.) City Attorney tendency to get more and more lively. motion for two weeks, pending a report agenda item - a request by the Alameda 
McCullum's memo charging that the BMI She had a constant supply of munchies from the City Attorney on the letter. County Veterans Day Commission for 
initiative is illegal has been submitted by which she kept bringing out and offering, Prospects for getting the initiative $300 to help finance a parade for 
State Attorney General Evelle Younger in first to other council members, then to implemented look bleak if all it takes to Memorial Day. 
his prosecution against BMI. Therefore, staff, and by early morning, the audience postpone things is a letter suggesting Ying made a substitute motion to give 
Ramsey said, "It is better for all was sharing in her delights too. possible legal action. $300 to Bach Mai hospital in Vietnam. 

Between I :30 and 2 a.m. the Council That motion failed with only Hancock, 
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revenue sharing funds is currently mixed Even Ramsey, who had seconded 
in with the rest of the City budget to Sweeney's motion to give the vets the 
finance traditional city expenditures, and money, voted no. 
there it will remain. Those wishing to And so, as the birds started their 
speak to the possibility of using revenue singing, and the sky began to get light, 
sharing to finance new programs as well another "open" meeting of the Berkeley 
as programs cut off by Federal cutbacks City Council ended. 
(as was the intended use of the money) If any readers are interested in being 
will have to do so in the context of the part of the fun and games that go on 
regular budgetary hearings. during council meetings, write the 

SWEENEY TRIES TO LEA VE Berkeley S council members and ask 
At about 3 a.m. Councilman Sweeney them to hold their meetings at a time 

got up, gave a parting comment to more convenient to normal human 
Edythe Campbell and strolled out the beings. 
door. Ramsey followed soon after and a 
heated discussion could be heard echoing 
in the empty halls downstairs. Apparently 
the Berkeley 5 resolve to finish the 
agenda at all costs had run into a snag. 
The conversation continued for I 0 
minutes or so - then Ramsey returned to 
the chambers followed by Sweeney who 
had a sheepish grin on his face. Ramsey 
was literally hopping mad and bounced ... 
over to talk to Widener on his return and 
then scowled at Sweeney for several 
~~* , 

Al about 3: JO a.m. the council got 
into a procedural debate on whether it 
took a 2/3 or a majority to call the ' Ill! 
question. The Berkeley S had been using ,. .1 

this tactic to shut off debate frequently ~--~ -, 
as the night progressed. It turned out it f 
takes a 2/3 majority under present . 
council rules which left the Berkeley S . . ~ ..... 
unable to close debate. Ramsey found a photo i,y Andy Stewart 




